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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, November 29, 1971

Assassinated Jordanian Premier
Buried Today; Gunmen Are Held

10* Per Copy

Two Men Are
Charged Here

Vol. LXXXXII No. 280

Command Reports
33 Servicemen
Missing In Viet

Two Calloway men, Kenney
Outland and Eddie Cook, were
By JOHN BONAR
Tel's death was only the first of ior Minister Mohammed Rasoul arrested last night by the Murray
AMMAN (UPI) - Jordanian a series of murders intended to
Al-Kilani as his adviser on Police Department after a
Premier Qsfi Tel, assassinated eliminate everyone who has
national
affairs. warrant for their arrest has been
security
Sunday
Cairo
in
by four opposed the cause of the
You will find the following
Al- Kalani has the reputation issued by County Judge Robert 0.
Palestinian guerrillas, was Palestine guerrillas in the Arab
Associated Press story of
of being tough toward the Miller.
terest. It was new to us and we buried today to the sound of a world.
guerrillas, a suggestion that The men have been charged
gun
21
salute.
King Hussein Ithalifa raised his hand in the Hussein's
feel sure that most people never
own tough stand with "carnal knowledge of a
By ARTHUR HIGBEE
named a moderate to succeed V for victory sign and said,
heard of it either.
The toll stood at 36 missing,
female child under 18 with her
would not change.
SAIGON (UPI)-The U.S. three dead and seven injured
him but brought in a tough line "We have taken our revenge
on
Anis Moasher, minister of consent", according to the
command said 33 American aboard the six aircraft, they
LEXINGTON, Ky., -Cathy official as his national security a traitor." He said he had transport, took over Al-Lawt's warrant.
servicemen are missing aboard said.
Brandenburg receixed a $5 adviser.
drunk Tel's blood after the post as minister of finance.
The warrant for their arrest
a big U.S. Army CH47 Chinook
by
the shooting to emphasize his
traffic ticket Nov. 2, charging her Tel, 51, hated
The GIs aboard the Chinook
was made after the thirteen year
helicopter along the upper coast came from division that
guerrillas
for
The
ordering
the
leader
of the gang that old girl signed
with running a stop sign. Simple
hatred of the man.
is in
a
a warrant stating
of
South
Vietnam
and that a the process of pulling out of
Jordanian army to crush their Hussien named Deputy Pre- killed Tel said the prime
enough.
as follows: "Kenny Outland and
massive air and sea search Vietnam.
Not to her lawyer. It seems revolt last summer, was killed mier Ahmed Al-Lawri, 50, as minister was murdered to Eddie Cook had sexual
The command has
intoday had failed to find any announced the withdrawal
the
death
Miss Patty Washer
of
a tercourse with roe. I am
that Miss Brandenburg was en by four bullets as he stepped prime minister to succeed Tel avenge
of
13
years
trace
of
aircraft.
the
route to vote when she was from his car at a Cairo hotel on and gave him the portfolio of Palestinian guerrilla captain in of age. We were parked
one full brigade of the unit, and
in
The' search for the big twinstopped by the law. And Section the banks of the Nile following defense minister, a job also Jordan, police sources said.
it said today another 600-man
Outland's car parked north of
rotored Chinook, believed to artillery battalion
149 of the Kentucky Constitution a luncheon with Abdel Khalek held by Tel. Political sources Tel was hated by the Murray near the "new home
had been
for
have
gone
down
at
sea Sunday ordered to pack for home under
Hassuna, secretary general of said Al-Lawzi was considered Palestinian guerrillas for ordersays:
aged" when this occurred. Both.
on a 40 mile flight from the President Nixon's withdrawal
"Voters, in all cases except the At League.
unbiased arid neutral on Pales- trig the armY tO. CrUSb their
tland and Cook had intercouse
northern city of Da Nang to the
Munzi Soleiman Khalifa, 28,'tinian guerrilla matters.
revolt thla:- summer.
treason, felony, breach or surety
th Rie and both of them are
Program.
Washer, daughter headquarters of
Miss
Patty
the U.S. 101st
of the peace or violation of the leader on the four man death The sources said Al-Lawzi trying to get his ovin gun out to over 20 years of age."
Spokesmen declined to say
of Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Washer of Airborne Division at Phu
Etai, whether the men aboard the
election laws, shall be privileged squad, told UPI correspondent was not known for his strong fight back.
Outland and Cook were Murray Route Seven, is now was
being led by a Navy Chinook were among
from arrest chring their at- Maurice Guindi In Cairo that character and suggested his The leader of the gang said released this morning after
those
each attending the High Forest
tendance at elf ctions and while
new cabinet may be merely a Tel's death was the first of a made a cash bond of $1000.00 to Paramedical Academy in Nash- destroyer, the USS Epperson, scheduled to go home, but it
and
included dozens of helicop- seemed likelier they were
they are going to and returning
caretaker one. Like Tel, Al- series of murders of those who await further action,according to ville, Tenn.
ters and planes.
Wooed the guerrilla cause.
therefrom."
replacement troops headed to
Lawzi is a Bedouin.
County Judge Miller.
The Murray girl is training to U.S. spokesmen
also reported the Phui Bai headquarters to
in
his
Case dismissed.
Hussein named former Inter- liklisein, dressed
be an M.L.T., and has completed an American A37 Dragonfly
jet man the two brigades that are
uniform as supreme commantwo quarters of study. She will shot down in
SHOW CANCELLED
Cambodia today remaining here for the time
der of the armed forces, a red Ford, Carroll Expected
And here is another one which The Faxon Mothers Club will
graduate in June.
With its American pilot slightly being.
we never heard of. It might meet Wednesday, December 1, at The Calloway 4-H Teen Club and white Kaffiya headdress
Miss Washer was gradua
To Return By Wednesday
wounded, and said four other
work, but we rather doubt it.
1:45 p.m. in the seventh grade show of Simplicity Pattern and a black armband, led 1,500
3 GIs Killed in C1153
from Calloway County High helicopters had been
lost in
class room of the school.
fashions, scheduled for tonight mourners to the cemetery FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI)- School in the class of 1971.
The last time as many as 33
Indochina
Gov
in
the
elect
Wendell
last
four
Ford
and
days.
Lt.
MAYFIELD, Ky. -Charles Presenting the program will be (Monday at the University.
I Continued on Page Twelve
Americans were killed or
elect Julian Carroll are
and Barbara Ray planted a the members of the seventh School Auditorium, has been
missing in Indochina was when
expected to return to Kentucky
magnolia tree in their yard 12 grade class, taught by Mrs. Jerry cancelled. The garments from 'Marriage Of Figaro'
that many members of the 23rd
by Wednesday following a
years ago but were disappointed Conley.
the Simplicity Company were not
(Americal) Division were killed
meeting
Florida
in
with a group
because it had never produced Each mother is to bring a one received for the silos* and the To Be ShOwn At MSU
during an attack at Fire Base
of advisers.
even a single bloom over the dollar gift for exchange. winter fashion show has been
Mary Ann on March 28.
years.
Refreshments will be served at cancelled, according to a club "The Marriage of Figaro," thi A news release issued at
The worst U.S. helicopter
LEXINGTO
Frankfort
N,
Sunday
said
Ky.
the
...PI
ofsecond in a series of authentic
Barbara heard that if one were the close of the meeting
Kentucky markets with highest accident of the Indochina war
spokesman.
to "scare" a tree that it might
French films, will be presented ficials were attending a planning Grade prices soared to record averages for the week were occurred Jan. 8, 1968, when a
start producing blooms. The
by the French Club at Murray session but did ng$ give the high levels during the first week Lebanon, $78.92; Bloomfield,
ICoatinned on Page Twelve,
State University in cooperation location of the meeting in of sales of the 1971 burley tobacco $78.88 and Danville, $78.86.
Rays and their children, acting
crop,
although
volume of sales
with the department of romance Florida.
during the darkness of night in
Total sales of burley tobacco
Those with Ford and Carroll was down sharply due to dry for Friday. Nov. 26:
order that the neighbors would
languages Dec. 2.
weather conditions prior to
not think them crazy, began
To be shown in the University were not identified.
Pounds
beating the trunk. They were
School auditorium at 7 p:m., the The meeting reportedly was for opening day on Nov. 22.
Average price in Kentucky for Markets
Sold Average
careful not to scar the bark, but By MARTIN McREYNOLDS
film will include a dialogue in the purpose of effecting the
Two traffic collisions were
The FBI has identified the
week climbed to a Bloomfield
251,754
79.09 investigated by the Murray
the gentle beating continued for
French with English subtitles. smooth transition of state opening
MIAMI (UP!' -Crew memhijackers
as
Robert
L.
record
Goodgovernment
$78.51
per
month
next
and
hundredweig
to
78.95 Police Department
ht- Bowling Green 400,351some time. This year *mgrs.& bers oil• Trans World Air
Admission is $1 per person.
on Sunday
24, of iii,orlasiaar.
plans for the 1972 -95.69 above last year's level for Carrollton
79.14
569,839
A foetal satire trichaMila
af buds appeared and the tree jetliner
hijacked
to
Cuba Michael R. Finney,
between six and seven p.m. No
20,
of
77.98
76,362
cerpts from the opera by %maul legislative session which opens in the first week. It exceeded by Covington
produced
gorgeous
white returned to the United States Oakland, Calif.;
injuries were listed on the reports
and Charles and
$4.67 the previous opening-week Cynthiana
78.89
394,702
Sunday and said the three
blossoms
original
songs
by January.
filed by the police on the acHill, 21, of Albuquerque.
Danville
79.32
485,148
belt-wide
record
of
$73.83 set in
young blacks who seized the
Beaumarchais, this classic is
They are wanted in the
Franklin
79.07 cidents that occurred while it was
302,810
1968.
about the conflict between the
The first article is a matter of plane freely admitted one of
shooting death of New Mexico
79.14 raining in Murray.
970,294
Volume for the four-day period Glasgow
vassal Figaro and his master,
law, but the second one, we just them had killed New Mexico
Cars involved in the collision at
State Policeman Robert RosenGreensburg
79.12
532,892
totaled
71,237,238
pounds,
down
state trooper.
don't know.
whose daugher Figar would like
6:10 p.m. at the intersection of
bloom Nov. 8. Rosenbloom was
Harrodsburg
609,41.2
79.06
more than 25 million pounds from
The hijackers, who identified
to marry. The way Figaro goes
The Christian Social Concerns opening week in 1970.
Hopkinsville
gunned down after he stopped a
362,306
78.96 South 16th and Sycamore Streets
Fellow says he is not getting themselves as members of a
about overcoming the obstacles
Committee will meet Tuesday, In the eight-state
Horse Cave
car with three men inside along
842,352
79.03 were a 1969 Volkswagen two door
burley
belt,
any older. The guy in the mirror black militant group known as
that lead to the woman he loves November
552,991
Lebanon
78.96 convertible driven by Ronald
30, at 7:30 p.m. at the 116,123,333 gross pounds
Interstate 40, eight miles west
brought
the Republic of New Africa,
is, but he isn't.
makes the film particularly
Caven Underwood of 108 North
79.00
2,784,511
Lexington
Douglass Community Center.
of
Albuquerqu
e,
on
a
traffic
an average of $78.49 per hunalso threatened to kill one of
hilarious.
458,991
London
78.95 12th Street, Murray, and a 1968
A discussion on "Advantages dredweight.
violation.
Old newspapers are now being the 43 passengers aboard the
The production, enacted by the
364,786
78.:•: Pontiac four door sedan driven
Lasvitle
and Disadvantages of In- The Federal-St
The hijackers told Miss
ate Market
made into bricks, insulation, and Boeing 72'7 to prove they meant
renowned French theatrical corporatio
78.53 by Bessie Swann Patton of 416
94,544
n" will be the News Service reports the amount Mayfield
Caubre
they
felt
the
shooting
pipelines. With the emphasis on business.
companh, La Comedic Fran- program,
78.10 South 16th Street, Murray.
1,2e43,001
Maysville
a
spokesman
was
said.
in
self-defense since Rosen- caise, features
of tobacco failing to sell above its Morehead
Conservation, ecology, anti- "We've already committed
elaborate Louis All interested
395,641
78.65
Police said Mrs. Patton, going
bloom
persons
was
are
"the
enemy"
and
support
level
was negligible, Mt. Sterling
pollution, etc. we predict more murder and another one won't
XIV decor and elegant baroque
488,659
78.98 east on Sycamore, started to
invited to attend, according to a holding government
loan receipts Owensboro
and more recycling of products. make that much difference," (Continued on Page Twelve
costumes.
6E3,382
78.97 make a left turn onto South 16th
member of the committee.
to only .13 percent of opening Paducah
the hijackers told stewardesses
78.79 Street to go north and
156,573
collided
Since World War II there have Elizabeth Caubre and Shirley The Economy
week gross sales. During the first -Paris
78.19 with the Underwood car
335,898
going
been sixty eight new independent Ann Harrell, both
week last year 7.5 percent was Richmond
590,112
79.05 north on 16th Street.
of Kansas
nations to emerge, all owned City.
placed under government loan. Russellville
336,264
78.76
Damage to the Volkswagen
formerly by different nations in
Shelbyville
79.17
484,945
"They said they'd been hiding
the world. A news letter sent out for two days in the
Somerset
457,616
78.96 was on the left front fender and
sand dunes
by Congressman John C. Schmitz around the (Albuquerq
Springfield
390,730
79.13 left side,and to the Pontiac on the
ue,
right front fender and right rear
says this refutes the charge of N.M.) airport waiting
Winchester
78.77
451,854
for a
TOTAL
imperialism which is constantly chance to hijack a plane,"
16,078,520 78.93 door.
Miss
The second collision occurred
being made by communist Caubre said.
The annual clothing drive of the
6:51 p.m. on Chestnut Street at
at
countries.
By MIKE FEINSILBER
against President and Congress raises to take effect
across-the- Murray City Schools will be held
North 15th Street between a 1957
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The alike.
board.
Wednesday and Thursday,
Plymouth driven by Gabe Harris,
Since World War II also Scviet
Senate today considers a bill to But
of the
mood
the
Raises worth $2 billion to $6 December 1st and 2nd, according
Jr., of Owensboro, and a 1969
and communist Chinese have
give President Nixon control Democratic majority seemed to
annexed eleven nations, have
over the economy for 17 more be to give Nixon all he sought billion -a relative drop in the to Willie F. Jackson, director of A Hazel man who was sen- Chevrolet two door hardtop
created eleven "Socialist Camp
months -power so vast some in economic controls so that he overall economic bucket - pupil personnel of the schools. tenced to life imprisonment after driven by Gary L Howard of
Parents are urged to bring pleading guilty to a charge of Russellville, Tenn.
Dependencies" such as Cuba,
Democrats warned that Con- could not blame the Democrats would be restored by the bill.
Proxmire, chairman of the good clean clothes and shoes to raping a 77 year old woman in
Police said Howard, going west
Hungary, Poland, etc. and have
gress would rue voting for it.
If inflation and unemployment House-Senate Economvc
Reports of a theft, a breakin of
Com- the schools on these days which 1961 will appear before the on Chestnut, stopped at 15th for
under attack Cambodia, Laos
still
1972
were
headaches
in
Sen.
William
Proxmire, Dmittee, said he would offer an will be used for the children in the Tennessee Parole Board on the traffic light, when his car was
and South Vietnam. This would a home, and vandalism were
Schools, ac- December 1 for a hearing.
hit in the rear end by the Harris
indicate that the communist made to the Murray Police Wis., said he would fight the Republicans, for their part, amendment limiting the exten- Murray City
Oscar D. Denham pleaded car, also going west on Chestnut
countries are actually the im- Department on Sunday and this bill. He predicted consumers showed little appetite for tr mg sion of presidential authority to cording to Jackson.
and
workers
alike would be up to
Any clothing not used by the guilty to the charge in Henry Street.
morning.
perialists.
strike from the bill a section April 30, 1972 instead of April
Bennie Page of 1402 Poplar in arms before the 17 months inserted by the Senate Ranking 39, 1973, the date Nixon wants. Murray school children will be County Tennessee Circuit Court
Damage to the Harris car was
Kizer on the front end and to the
Street, Murray, said someone are over and, presumably, Committee over the White "This program is so complex, given to local organizations, the and Judge John
pronounced sentence
unworkable and uneforceable school official said.
broke into his home by breaking would be ready to retalia House's objections.
Howard car on the rear end.
that it is bound to engender
and cutting the screen and storm
It would restore to workers hostility by consumers and
windown on the east side of the James Carter Graduates
back pay for negotiated raises workers alike throughout the
house.
Stolen
from
the
home
Kentucky
Ocassional rain
From Course At Sheppard prevented from taking effect country and the serious ecopossibly mixed with some snow were a RCA tape player with
during the 90-day wage-price nomic confusion is likely to
walnut
case
and an RCA clock
north early today. Remainder of
WICHITA FALLS, Tex.- freeze unless such raises are slsiw the economy
•
and aggra- Calloway County seems to be a
As to the amount of emListed in Calloway County are
the state rain ending from the radio with walnut ctse, ac- Airman James M.
Carter, son of "unreasonably inconsistent" vate unemployment," Prox- good place to have a business, a total of 451 business firms that ployment provided for
cording
to
the
police
report.
people in
west this morning. Chance of
Mrs. Eris Carter, Rt. 6, Murray, with the Pay Board's guideliiimire said in a statement judging from the number of them employ one or more persons. Not the area by Calloway County's
Page told police that both items
thundershowers southeast.
has graduated at Sheppard AFB, nes.
prepared for the debate. "We that are flourishing in the 'local included are the so-called "Mom businesses-small, medium and
Clearing west late afternoon and were valued at about $50.00 in his
from the U.S. Air Force The Pay Board has voted should
report
wait to see how the area.
made
3:36
at
p.m.
Sunday.
and Pop" enterprises that are large-there were a total of 4,005
tonight and east Tuesday mormedical services specialist twice over labor's objection.s to
program works before extend- ' According to government data, self-operated.
Diane Lee of Dexter Route One
on their payrolls in the past year
ning. Colder tonight, otherwise
CINX340.
refuse to allow retroactive pay ing it 17 months."
just released, there are more Of the total, 244 have 3 em- in jobs covered by social
little change in temperatures. said her brown leather long strap The airman, who was
trained to
business establishments locally, ployees or less, 100 have from 4 to security.
Highs today mostly in the 40s. purse containing her billfold with assist in the care and treatment
FREE
proportion to population, than 7 and 75 have 8 to 19. The rest are
PUPPIES
in
$20.00
in
Not covered were selfit
stolen
was
out
of her of
Low tonight in the 20s and low
patients, is being assigned to
Two puppies are free to persons In many sections of the country. larger.
employed people, farm workers,
30s. Highs Tuesday mid-40s to 1963 blue Cadillac parked in fron Udorn Royal Thai AFB,
for pets. For further information The report, issued by the
of the Boone Laundry on Story
government employees and
(ow 50s.
Thailand.
tall 753-1576.
As is the case generally domestic workers.
Census Bureau in cooperation
Avenue, according to the report
Airman Carter graduated from
with the Department of Health, throughout the country, small
made to the City Police at 6:35
Wages and salaries have been
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Reidland High School, Paducah, The Murray Fire Department
Education and Welfare, gives and moderate-size businesses rising steadily in the local area,
WEDNESDAY SPEAKER
p.m.
Sunday.
Kentucky:
The extended
in 1967 and attended Murray answered a call this morning at Miss Nancy Sledd, summer details on the economic structure predominate in the local area.
This morning at 7:22 vandalism
keeping payrolls at a high level.
4:55 to the Woods Hall Dormitory
weather outlook, Wednesday
State University.
missionary to Nigeria, will be the of every county in the United Most of them are holding their The report shows that they
for
through Friday, shows a chance was reported at the stores of
girls at MurraN State
own despite the competition from totaled $19,200,000 last year, or
speaker at the Week of Prayer for States.
for some light rain mainly south Jeffrey's and Settle-Workman
NEED A PUPPY
University, located at N,,rth 14th
larger
It
provides
firms.
information
foreign
missions
on
at
held
to
local
the
be
Company
43.8 percent more than three
East
on
Street.
Main
A
and east portions Wednesday
Three puppies, about five and Olive Boulevard
industries, on the number of The figures show that ap- years ago, when a similar survey
night and Thursday, otherwise rock had been thrown through the weeks old, black and white, all Firemen said the fire wac from Elm Grove Baptist Church on
people they employ and on the proximately 93 percent of the was conducted. The total at that
partly cloudy. Warmer Friday. 'Windown of Settle-Workman, males, are now available to a curtain in the lobby and was out Wednesday, December 1, at
businesses have fewer than 20 time was $13,356,000.
seven
of their payrolls.
atm
p.m.
Sledd.
Miss
a
student
according
to
the
police
report.
Lows in the 20s and low 30s
persons for pets. They would on their arrival. The cause of the
at Murray State University, is-the The data compiled
chiefly employees
Also a rock had been thrown at make good Christmas gifts. Call blaze in the three storTbuildin
The increase was registered
Highs in the 40s Wednesday and
g is
Throughout the United States despite the fact that there were
Thursday, rising into the 50s Jeffrey's, but did not go through 753-1652 mornings or from two to unknown, according to the fire daughter of Rev. and Mrs. from tax reports submitted under
Maxwell Sledd, missionaries to the Federal Insurance Con- as a whole there are 87 percent in more unemployed people in the
the window, the'report said.
Friday.
eight pm.
department reqprds.
tributions Act.
this category
Africa.
year than there were in 1987.

Miss Patty Washer
Alhohville School

Faxon Mothers To
Meet on Wednesday

Burley Prices Soar To
Record Highs Last Week

1-11liockers Admit Murder
Of New Mexico Trooper

Traffic Collisions
Occur Here Sunday

Social Concerns
ommittee To Meet

Senate Considers Bill Giving
Nixon Control For 17 Months

Clothing Drive At
School This Week

Hazel Man Seeks
December Parole

Thefts, Vandalism
Occur In City
Over The Weekend

The Weather

Increase In Payrolls In Local Area

Fire This Morning
At Woods Hall, MSU
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Mrs. Hall iWinnie McCuiston, age 56, succumbed yesterday
from injuries she sustained in an automobile accident on
November 22.
The Murray Sanitation System will inaugurate residential
service on December 1, according to a report issued by Maurice
Crass, Jr., before the Murray City Council.
The Bank of Murray women's bowling team placed 22nd in the
state bowling tournament held at Paducah.
New officers of the Calloway County Mental Health Group are
Wilson Gantt, Mrs. Charles nark, Mrs. C.C. Lowry, Mrs. Whit
Imes, and Mrs. Yandal Wrather.

2.0 Years-Ago Today=
LEDGER•TIXE8

FILE

Cpl. Noel W. Lemons of Hazel Route One has been awarded by
the Bronze Star medal for heroic achievement in action with the
25th Infantry Division in Korea.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Betty Hayes of Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
age 91, Knox Brinn of Paducah, age 49, and Harold Sego of
hiedoin, Tenn., who wasioiured in a car wreck south of Benton on
November 26.
Prof. Thomas Wikstrom will present a violin recital at Murray
State College tonight.
Dr. Ralph Woods was the speaker at the meeting of the
Mayfield Woman's Club.

Bible Thought for Today
lam not ashamed of the gospel of Christ.-Romans 1:16.
Character is revealed in the things of which we are ashamed.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The statistics reveal that 21 per cent of suburbanites are poverty stricken. No suburb will stand
for that, so the federal government's word changers
)lave come up with the face-saving "low-income
•(
Jclass"--similar in the art of word juggling to the
coinage of '"security officer" from "doorknob rattler" and, with the end of horse-drawn traffic,
..,"sanitation engineer" from the more accurate
;."pilot" or "street sweeper."
"Poverty, of course, is no disgrace, but
it is damned annoying."
Pitt

Committee role
aids Jackson bid
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - Of the
many Democratic senators
who would like to be president,
only Henry Jackson of
the
enjoys
Washington
distinction of holding a committee chairmanship.
In the clamor of pre-I972
jockeying for support, such a
position means little to many
who are trying to filter out the
best candidate to run against
President Nixon. For Jackson,
however, the chairmanship is
proving to be a beneficial but
also an uneasy burden.
The 59-year-old Jackson, who
was first elected to the House in
1940, does not have the image of
the barnacled congressional
veteran who guards seniority.
Yet his position as chairman of
the Interior Committee could
add a strong level in a now
unannounced
presidential
candidacy.
For many years the Interior
Committee was an overlooked
group which dealt with
legislation on the public
domain, national parks and
power questions
Now, however, legislation
which comes before the
committee usually has the
ingredients for a battle between business interests ari
the environmental lobby.
. Take the current pending
. corrunittee agenda this year for
•• example Jackson as chairman
could take a strong position in
determining whether oil
. companies will continue to drill
off the coast of California.
' Large-scale public works
. programs sponsored by the
w continually
: government
: enlarging target of the environmentalists - also must be
reviewed by the committee.
Jackson's
Politically,

committee can offend the large
underfunded
enbut
vironmental lobby at any turn.
Favorable actions can be
looked upon with interest by
business groups whose support
is needed if the anticipated
presidential campaign is to
come off.
Jackson himself maintains a
low profile on such policy
issues but does have a good
record
encourse
on
virorunental votes.
associated
Some
with
Jackson say, however, that he
is still stung by environmental
lobbying which helped to kill
the supersonic transport plane
program - a project dear to
the senator arid the Boeing Co.
in Seattle

The District of Columbia,
now considered by many to be
the most over-policed city in
the United States, may soon
have another set of uniformed
officers. Rep John Monagan,
D-Conn., has introduced
legislation
which
would
establish a special security
force for Congress.
If the legislation is approved,
one of the biggest problems
may be in finding a distinctive
uniform to make the new
policeman stand out from his
colleagues on other forces.
In addition to the regular city
police force, there are officers
from the National Park police,
White House security detail,
and Embassy Row police on
duty each day. The total police
force contingent is estimated at
near 10,000 officers and staff
The bombing of the Capitol in
March plus "risks and threats
to which Congress is subjected" prompted the Mona gan
bill.
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Krs Drinking Driver Course
Attracts Nationwide Attention

richniond, Ky. - At the recent each person enrolled in the on one's breath and therefore it Is
National Safety Congress and course. Those enrolled must useless to gargle with mouthExposition in Chicago, officials attend all four sessions in order to wash.
of alcohol counter attack obtain credit for the course.
He distributes cards to class
programs in other states ex- Associate professor of traffic members so they may determine
pressed interest in the Alcohol safety at EKU, Miller says his' their BAC based on their weight,
Re-education Center at Rich- "students," who have ranged in amount of alcohol consumed and
mond, according to the center's age from 16-72, are quiet and on length of time spent drinking.
director.
At each meeting he explains
the defensive at the first meeting.
"They like our program But at the end of the course they this basic fact: one ounce of
whisky, four ounces of wine and
because we have a behavioral are open, friendly, talkative.
modification appraoch," Dr. Miller begins the first meeting 12 ounces of beer contain pracJerry L. Miller said. "We try to by explaining he and his tically the same amount of
modify a person's drinking and assistant, W. Kent Jessee, are not alcohol.
He also points out that it is
driving behavior. We do not try going to lecture anyone or try to
to convince him to stop drinking convince them that drinking is unwise to drink on an empty
stomach and says bread and
bad or wrong.
altogether."
The course objective, he tells potatoes are the best foods to eat
Officials also are attracted to
them, is to show them why they before drinking because they
the program because it is a nonshould not drive when they have slow absorption of alcohol into
profit self-supporting one, funded
the blood stream.
had too much to drink.
by offenders attending the
Miller repeats these and other
At the outset he emphasized
center, he added. Many alcohol
that the center is not affiliated basic facts at subsequent
countermeasures programs rely with Alcholics Anonymous
or any meetings, he says, to insure a
on local and federal matching
church
church-related thorough understanding of them.
or
funds.
A number of changes have
organization.
members
either been made in the course since it
Persons convicted in Rich- Class
mond, Winchester, Paris and registered at least .10 per cent was initiated last March. At first
Fayette County for DWI (driving blood alcohol concentration classes were held in the Richwhile under the influence of an (BAC) on a breathalyzer test at mond police courtroom, but were
intoxicant) are referred by the time of arrest or refused to moved to a classroom to change
submit to the test.
Refusal the atmosphere and facilitate the
judges to the center.
Classes are held from 7-9:30 automatically results in a six- showing of films
retiree'
p.m.each Monday far four-weeks .roarth,swivoeation of A.-driver's .S10408 are encouraged to get
in an
Eastern, Kentucky License under Kentucky's implied involVed in the meetings, -ask
questions and offer comments
University classroom. A nominal consent law.
registration fee is required of (However, persons refusing a and suggestions.
Films shown include two on
test are allowed 10 days to appeal
the action before the state observing traffic and safety rules
Department of Public Safety. Of at all times and one on the driving
all drivers refusing
the behavior of professional racing
breathalyzer test in 1970, only 2.5 drivers both before and after
demonA clam
per cent successfully appealed drinking.
stration is given showing how a
the
revocation
of
their
license.)
By Anthony Harrigan
At the first meeting of each breathalyzer works.
IXECUTIVE viCE PRESIDENT
Miller explains that a
session Miller explains he knows
By JEFF CUSHING
Southern States Industrial Council
mind that you are going to take class members aren't happy breathalyzer is only as good as
He
Copley News Service
your own automobile, take about having to come to his class the official operating it.
So you've got all your Christ- steps to insure your safety on for four weeks. He also notes points out that policemen who
SAVING THE CITIES
mas gifts together and the kids the road. A vehicle that oper- they were not picked up for operate the machine first must
A report by the District Committee of the U.S. House of
are bundled up for that trip to ates just fine around town is no "drunk driving"- -Kentucky pass a course on the breathalyzer
Representatives is notable for an exceptionally candid and truthGrandma's house. It is a 700- insurance that it will run with- has no such law-but for driving at Eastern's Traffic Safety Inful assessment of an urban problem. The report expressed proper
mile drive so you're leaving out skiwing a beat after a long while under the influence of an stitute.
concern about the swarm of intruders in the
District of
early, hoping to make it in one pull oi‘the highway.
At the final session of the fourColumbia. "It is not the Congress or the federal establishment
intoxicant.
long day's drive.
- TES' Tread wear indiwhich is the interloper here--as some District spokesmen
He explains the breathalyzer week course each student is
The trip may be uneventful. cators are just that. If your measures the amount of alcohol asked to submit an unsigned
maintain," the report said, -but rather the thousands of persons
You hope it is. But unless tires are showing the indicator in the blood
who have swarmed here, most of whom add little or nothing to the
as accurately as a written evaluation of the course.
you've given as much thought ridges, replace them. Don't
day-by-day operations of the federal government, who are 'local'
blood test. It does not measure Of some 500 people who have
to your automobile as you did to gamble on tires that have visiin character and needs, who are the intruders and who are not
the amount of alcohol detectable1 attended the center, 99 per cent
your holiday shopping, you ble cracks or tears in the sidevital to the federal government's operations."
said they benefited from the
could be in serious trouble.
walls.
going
If
to
you
be
are
U.S. Rep, John McMillan, chairman of the
The Almanac
course, said it helped their unDistrict comA car needs a little tender towing a trailer, you may need
mittee, and the other committee members deserve public thanks
By United Press International derstanding of alcohol and its
loving care, particularly if it is larger tires that your car is
for authorizing such a forthright statement. Unless American
Today is Monday, Nov. 29, effect on people and recomto stand up to the stress and currently equipped with. And
cities obtain some form of influx control, urban problems will
mended the course be continued.
strain of a long haul under ad- be aure your Urea are inflated the 333ed day of 1871.
Identical programs have been
remain out of hand.
verse weather and road condi- to the proper pressure for the
The moon is between its first
established
in
Paducah,
The nation's capital is a prime example of the difficulties
tions.
quarter and new stage.
load you will be carrying.
Murray,
America's big cities face. It is loaded with "intruders" who are
Unless you live in such
There are no morning stars. Mayfield,
- SUSPENSION Look for
warmer climes as Southern leaks in shock absorber, pisresponsible for high crime rates and appalling welfare loads.
The evening stars are Mer- Elizabethtown, Lexington and
America's capital city is one of the most unsafe cities in the world. California or perhaps Florida, tons and loose mountings. Jack cury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Jefferson County, and "we're
you are no doubt well aware of the front up and check the front Saturn.
hoping to start one in Covington
It is less dangerous to walk the streets of Saigon at night than to
what ravages of the weather wheels for excessive play; you
walk a few blocks from the White House after dark.
Those born on this day are for Northern Kentucky," Miller
can do. Icy roads, sudden mow could need wheel bearings or under the sign of
said.
Unfortunately, the federal courts persist in denying cities and
Sagittarius.
flurries, heavy rains all take front end work. If you are going
Officials in Corbin and
states the authority to restrict the flow of newcomers seeking
American author Louisa May
welfare. For example, a three-judge federal court in Providence, their toll of people and vehicles. to be toting a heavy load, you Alcott was born Nov. 29, 1832. Pikeville also have expressed
But you can minimize your might consider heavy duty
interest in establishing such a
R.I. recently ruled that Rhode Island's one-year residency
On this day in history:
chances of being defeated by shocks or overload springs.
requirement for welfare recipients is unconstitutional.
A
In 1929 Lt. Cmdr. Richard program, he said.
the elements - or your car - COOLING SYSTEM:
He pointed out the courses are
requirement of this sort is essential if the welfare population is to
by taking a few precautionary Check all the hoses for signs of Byrd and his three crewmen
taught by college graduates
be checked.
became
the
first
to
fly
over
the
measures.
leaks, cracks or brittleness.
trained in traffic safety. "It's
Scant attention is being paid to the flood of immigrants-many
If you have a long drive Hoses should be rather supple, South Pole.
of them illegal immigrants-from the Caribbean area. The New
In 1963 a Canadian plane strictly an educational effort
ahead of you and you have seri- if they are hard they could
York Times recently reported that there are more than 200,000 ous doubts about your car's
crash near Montreal killed 118 done by professional people "
spring a leak under pressure. If
Dominicans in the metropolis. Many of them travel from the
ability to get you there, don't you live in a cold region of the persons.
ifl! CIO AP]
Dominican Republic to Puerto Rico and then "pass" as Puerto chance it. Flying is out of the
Also in 1963 President Lyndon
U.S. install a winter thermoRicans. Under existing law, Puerto Ricans can move to the
question, you say to yourself, stat; it will make your engine B. Johnson
appointed
the
continental United States without entry formalities. New York
and you don't want to take a run warmer and more effi- Warren Commission to investiCity also is gaining a big population of Haitians and other
bus or a train. Well, why not ciently. If there are signs of gate
the
assassination
of CJAIP!Pl
Caribbean islanders. Many of these people bring to the United
rent a car? The big agencies all rust or scale in the radiator, President John F. Kennedy.
States crime, superstition and a penchant for idleness.
offer weekly rates that are not drain and flush it and then inTonite thru Tue.
Unfortunately, middle-class Cubans who have come to this exhorbitant. Some deals even
A thought for today. Henry A tragic love
stall the proper mixture of a
story about two
country as refugees from C,astro's tyranny-and worked hard- include free mileage if you buy
good quality antifreeze for your David Thoreau said, "How young people caught in
the
are disliked by Puerto Ricans and Dominicans and other the gas and oil.
area.
many a man has dated a new world of drug
addiction—
If you have made up your
Caribbean peoples who drift into crime and welfarism.
SYSTEM:
ExEXHAUST
era in his life from the reading
While one can sympathize with the economic plight of the
haust leaks are particularly of a book."
Caribbean peoples, it is imperative that the influx of unskilled
dangerous in winter when the
***************4
newcomers be stopped. The United States cannot continue to
windows are rolled up most of *
absorb the proletarian populations of the Caribbean.
the time. Gases can seep Into * galligAt CZOM X MetX
42T
COLOR by DE LUXE
an automobile from a hole 90 *
The Caribbean newcomers are only one part of the urban
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENT/II
a
LONDON
(UPI)
-They
may
*
L.
S
lia*
NOATH
small and in such an out-of-theproblem. Central cities are decaying because white collar and
*
moss-resistant
and
be
rainproof
way place you'd never be able
blue collar working people are fleeing to the suburbs. The reason
3 Giants 7:30 Shoot out 9:15
Coming Wed.!
the productive people are moving to the suburbs is because the and sell at bargain prices. But to locate it. The solution is to be 4
G*
inner cities are dangerous, public schools have been turned into for Alexander Nevols the idea certain the entire system is
Neil Simons
centers of sociological experimentation, and the enfranchisement of plastic tombstones is just too tight and leak-proof. Black or
dark gray deposits around 1 eoNeC /Woodward
k)anne *
of dependent people has created political regimes that cater to much_
"A plastic memorial is a flanges are the easiest way to
the ignorant, unpropertied and lawless.
Walter Matthaw
Tragically, the federal government refuses to acknowledge fraud, pure and simple," said spot a leak. If in doubt, install
!"TheyMight
G,:
Nevols, superintendent of ceme- new gaskets and tighten down
these realities. Instead, liberals in the Congress and agencies
the
muffler
and
pipe clamps
teries in the North London
BeGlants" :
such as HEW and HUD are determined to engage in block-busting
anyway.
A UAW PSAL
:At
%Al
*
on a big scale. They want to force suburban communities to sububrb of Watford. "It is an
- SAFETY EQUIPMENT:
rt.xtro O.* 47* *
accept federally-subsidized low-rent projects that the subur- insult to the dignity of death." Emergency flares, flashlight,
His angry outburst this week
banites know will become clusters of crime and dissolute
reflector markers and catalytic
Family Double Feature
behavior. News magazines such as Newsweek and
Time en- followed announcement that a heaters( if you will be traveling
GEORGE C. SCOTT
tombstone
made
of
weatherTonite thru Tue.
deavor to make
surburbanites appear as bigots whereas the
through the snow belt) just
ACADMEY AWARD
%suburbanites simply want to maintain decent communities values resistant plastic has been might come in handy. If you
A touching story
planted in a graveyward in
WINNER
and a safe environment for the rising generation.
carry chains, don't forget re-*
Reading, 25 miles west of
pair links.
BEST ACTOR IN
It is time that responsible Americans do some hard thinking
of young love
London, as an experiment.
As for tips on safer driving,
about the future of the cities and propose bold solutions. One of
'PATTON
.
41i
4 ot
i,
It is the product of research don't pass off those holiday -if
the basic nerds is to curb every type of welfare and force
PARAVOi.,
q'
by the government-owned Im- you drive don't drink" warndependent people to take jobs which are available. Working
PICTURES '•
Plus 2nd Big Hit
perial Chemical Industries ings as nonsense. The annual
people also must acquire a new civic discipline. They must turn
PRESENTS
fen, which has been develop- statistics on highway fatalities
out to vote against politicians who cater to the dependent and
// •
//
ing new types of acrylic are no joking matter.
SHOOT OUT
lawless.
A uNovIRSAL PICTURI it'.."
materials for outdoor use.
Beyond that, the time has come to revise the structure of
-The whole thing is ridicu- A PROFESSIONAL JOB
(rEl
municipalities in the hands of the dependent, lawless elements,
TECHNICOLOR
-:
lous," Nevols said. "A genuine
States give charters to cities, and states can take away or amend
INT PICTURE
MORGANTOWN,
W.
Va.
memorial should be of stone,
such charters. It seems likely that the long-range answer to the
granite. Some (UPI)-Annoyed police voiced
marble or
problem of a city such as New York lies in the area of increasing
of
England
(liurch
vicars will grudging admiration for the
Coming Wed.!
state control over municipal functions.
even allow marble into technical expertise of the thief
not
The ideal solution would be restoration of educational and
who
stole
a
fire
hydrant
from
their graveyards. What do you
"DAGMAR'S
7:45
9:45
property requirements for voting. Until that is politically
suppose they would say ID the heart of the student
feasible, constructive efforts will have to focus on exercise of
residential
section
of West
HOT PANTS, INC
plastic?"
state over municipal authority and tightening of welfare laws
Nevertheless, the Cooperative Virginia University.
Hopefully, a more conservative Supreme Court will give the
Wholesale Society (CWS), Police said the water cutoff
police greater latitude In arresting on suspicion arid in dealing
which controls most of Britain's valve was turned off before the
with various forms of disorderly conduct.
In summary, the immediate needs are protection for the funeral industry, has sponsored hydrant was removed from a
the Reading project and or- street corner so that no water
suburbs and a crackdown on dependent elements in the inner
dered a second plastic "stone" gushed out. It will cost $275 to
cities. Those are the initial steps toward a decent standard of life
Plus Short Subject : Closed Iii Fri.
for further tests.
replace the hydrant
and public order in metropolitan areas.
Jkire-
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Veterans Day date
change is blasted
By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR ABBY: I am really teed off! All my life I have
celebrated Veterans Day on Nov. 11. Now, all of a sudden it
has been changed to Oct. 25.
I realize that when a holiday falls on Friday or a Monday it gives the working people an extra bonus of a threeday weekend, but to actually change the date of a national
holiday in order to make it come out that way is absolutely
stupid!
Nobody flew their flags on Veterans Day this year. And
who could blame them! It just didn't seem like Veterans
Day Next thing you know, they'll be changing Christmas
and the Fourth of July. Sign me:
DISGUSTED IN CHICAGO

Tue.

lac in
park
*1

'ed.

Is

ITE'

latthaw

11 RRAY,

The special book study for the
week of prayer for foreign
missions was held by the Baptist
Women of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church on Tuesday, November
23, at ten o'clock in the morning
at the church.
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson taught
the book, "New Drums Over
Africa" by Milton Cunningham.
A potluck luncheon was served
at noon.
Others present were Mrs.
Charles Burkeen, Mrs. Keys
Keel, Mrs. Albert Crider, Mrs.
Alfred Keel, and Mrs. Jesse
Roberts.

Family Of Mrs.
Rubye Farmer Here

BE CRAFTY

Scraps
become
flowers
By ALICE MORRELL
Copley News Service

Pictured above are member!, ot slums) s uewest Girl Scout
Troop 196 composed of nineteen fourth grade girls from
Robertson School. The girls have made tray favors for the
patients at the nursing homes. Prior to Christmas holidays the
girls will sing Christmas carols at the nursing homes and around
the city. Leaders are Mrs. Max Brandon, Mrs. Rob Ray, and Mrs.
Gene Hendon.

The family of Mrs. Rubye
Farmer visited in Murray for the
Thanksgiving holidays. They had
fellowship together Wednesday
through Saturday.
Four
generations
were
together and some met each
other for the first time.
is to stand with feet apart atid
It's hard to believe that
The group included Mr. and
arms at sides. Relax. Then pull .
just 25 years ago, pants for
DEAR DISGUSTED: If it will make you feel any better,
Mrs. Fulton Farmer of Frankfort
tummy muscles in. Pull 'shoulthe distaff set were taboo,
you are not alone. I have beard from other readers who are
and his family, Miss Barbara
ders back, then force them down.
and that when lack Winter startdisgusted all over. I think It all started when F. D. R.
Farmer, Mr. and Mrs, Nick ed designing "fancy pants" for
Pull __Isackside in. Straighten
changed Thanksgiving.
knees and put your weight on the
Farmer and children, Jimmy and women about that time he was
front part of your feet.
Julie, of Columbus, Ohio, Mr. and called a freak.
DEAR ABBY: I am 15 years old and am 6 ft 6, but.. Mrs. Dwey.zn of Frankfort,
Do give long jackets and_tun--Weiss2,Sir
,
ralas
• •- that's not a-problem because I have always been tall for
Mr.arta.::-Wa!"—Noel, Jr., of St.
ics,a,,Apuatelpplacr.iXt. ypgT COPS
my age.
wardrobe. The4r're good, solid
Petersburg, Fla., and their
fashion silhouettes for any length
My problem is what to answer people who ask me:
family, Mr. and Mrs. Lytt Noel
and they hide a multitude of sins
"How's the weather up there?"
TALL BOY
III, Tallahassee, Fla., Mr. and
-- like wide hips and thighs.
Mrs. D. Blan StewaA, Jr., and
Do wear opaque tights with no
DEAR TALL: Don't bother. They don't expect a reply.
twin sons from Huntsville,Ala.,
lines of demarcation, or briefThey're 1n the same class with those who ask, "Is it hot
Mr.and Mrs. William D. Huggins
enough for ye'?" [Or "cold enough?"'
and daughters, Misses Renee and
Melanie Herrold, kid Mr.
DEAR ABBY: Re "Mad in Maine"—the parents who
Huggins' mother, Mrs. Nora
were mad because an uncle took their children out of
Huggins.
camp for an evening without their permission: The camp
was badly at fault for releasing the children to anyone,
even the he claimed to be their uncle, without express approval from -the parents. And the uncle was at fault for not
making his arrangements thru the parents.
Sorry, I had to disagree with you when you said the
paftrnts were needlessly overexercised. I am an old-timer, and both a parent and former headmaster in a boys'
boarding school
E. A., BOCA RATON, FLA.
DO wear your pants with conThe regular meeting of the fidence, says pants designer
DEAR E. A.: Mea culpa t. Ten whacks with a ruler, or
Women's Society of Christian
Jack Winter. This means trywhatever you headmasters used to whack the boys with
Service of the Russell's Chapel ing them on, and bending and
when they needed it.
United Methodist Church was stretching in front of a threeway mirror before you even ,
held on Wednesday, November
take them home.
DEAR ABBY: Do you remember the Greenlease kidnap17, at one-thirty o'clock in the
Now, however, the .world has
ping of 18 to 20 years ago?
afternoon at the church.
A couple arrived at a private school here in Kansas City,
A singing was held by the group accepted pants outfits for womsaid they were Bobby's aunt and uncle, and walked out with
followed by a piano solo by Mrs. en, but Winter, who currently is
designing pants in 10 different
the boy. He was later found—murdered.
Louise Short.
lengths, says women still have a
5Today, we do not let A child out of school in this town,
"When A Prayer Request Is lot to learn about wearing them.
even to his parents without Emma positive identification. I.
Asked, How ia
DON'T wear your pants unansworedn,
AM style- yoo •
would wonder about a camp that would release a child to
gracefully, says Jack Winter.
was the subject of the devotion .*No
anyone without the permission of the parents or guardian
This means that a position
by the spiritual leader, Mrs. wear," he says, "it's all in the
way you put yourself together."
which is awkward in a skirt
who placed them there.
Mellie Hopson. The spiritual Here are some of Winter's does
will look just as awkward in a
Abby, please don't encourage any more uncles.
table display held The Bible, and don'ts for the pants wearer:
'pants outfit.
H. M. WHITE
Your Friend,
Cross, lighted candle, and.
your
pants
with
conDo
wear
beautiful picture of Christ. Mrs.
topped hose whose makes are hip
DEAR FRIEND: It's people like you who keep people
fidence. Know they are well taiPatye Overcast led in prayer.
to city shorts.
like me tumble. Thanks for writing.
lored, and look as though they
Don't wear pants that are too
Mrs. Toni Hopson was the were made for you rather than
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get it off
program leader for the month.
your best friend.
year chest, write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
tight anywhere. Look at yourself
She was assisted in the program
Do practice some simple exin a three-way mirror. Sit down,
NOS. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
presentation by Mrs. Susan ercises until pants posture bebend over, test the way they look
eisreiope.
Adams, Mrs. Shirley Garland, comes natural. One easy exercise
and feel in action before you
Mrs. Mellie Hotilion, Mrs. Ethel
make a final decision. .
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
Walker, and Mrs. Carrie Hicks.
Don't straddle chairs with
Know,- seed si to Abby. Box 69700 Los Angeles, Cal. MO
During the businesss session
your legs. Even with pants, they
still can be crossed gracefully.
the roll call, minutes, and
Don't go bare-legged.
treasurer's report were given by
Don't wear a postage stamp
Mrs: Shirley Garland.
A finger vegetable that
length for the office. Mini-shorts
The WSCS voted to order cards adds drains to any dinner
should show below tunic or jackbe sent to visitors and inactive occasion is the thick-leafed
et level.
members to invite them to attend artichoke. But what do you
Russell's Chapel Church to hear do with it? If you've shied
packages.
By SANDI GOULD
their pastor, Bro. Gene Blanton. away from artichokes sim- A bit of felt, a bit of net; a
Nothing, or rather practicply because you weren't
kitchen item, a toy or a ally nothing, slips through her The closing prayer was by Mrs. sure how to prepare or
Iva Alford.
leftover. Put them on a hat fingers.
Homemade gifts will be made serve them, stay away no
form, and it's an original by
For instance, she painted and exchanged for the
more. As with all vegeVarious items of sports
Christmas
calls
who
Mrs. Leonard Kyle,
tables, wash the artichoke
the shells of English walnuts, meeting to be
clothes, including hot pants,
held
at
the
home of well.
herself the "Mad Hatter of the then fastened them to felt
shirts and golfing accessoMrs. Toni Hopson on Wednesday,
Ohio Hills."
Then, wan scissors, you
strips around a hat for
ries, can be bought in colorDecember 15, at one p.m.
Mrs. Kyle's hobby of Thanksgiving.
may wish to cut off the
ful, washable leather fabdesigning and creating her own
Refreshments of strawberry prickly points of all the
rics, according to a Univer'Arty occasion gives rise to a
cake, nuts, and drinks, were Leaves. Discard tough outhats began in 1965.
sity of Tennessee clothing
hat.
spetial
and
She said she got the idea
specialist.
For the fisherman, Mrs. served by the hosteestes, Mrs. side leaves at the base in
when she heard about a woman Kyle fastened white boat rope, Susan Adams and Mrs. Ethel trim off the stem. Cook
"A new leather tanning
boiling "silted water 20 to
in Alabama who was making bobbers and a stringer to a hat, Walker.
process has been developed
30 Minutes, until you can
her own hats, using scraps and
which enables leather to
and painted them in red, white
easily pull off the leaves or
leftovers from her husband's and blue.
keep its softness after washlumber yard.
until the stem can be
ing," said Helen Rader, proOr for the 'going-steady'
pierced with a fork A taWhat many homemakers pair, it's a hat with plastic
fessor at the UT Agricultural
blespoon of fresh lemon
Extension Service. "It also
toss out, Mrs. Kyle keeps.
colored spoons done up in
juice added to the boiling
remains shrink resistant.
"The aluminum spouts from what she calls a 'courtship hat.
If you're not watching
water when cooking artiWith this same process, apsalt, sugar and cereal boxes
your weight, maybe your
Mrs. Kyle is like many other
chokes helps them retain
proximately 14 wash-fast
when women who have to have the
butterflies
resemble
husband is! Chicken is an
much of their fresh green
colors have been develideal
they're painted," she said.
slenderizer.
It's
high
oped.
.
purse to match.
color.
in protein, low in calories,
One of her most unusual
"But I only make purses to
Miss Rader added that
and it goes so well with
hats was made with dental match the hats when I have
The base of each leaf us
these fabrics are also availother liw calorie ingresuppies, and it was sold.
the ,Lrey
edible. 'After
enough materials," she said.
able for the home seamdients
that
you can eat it
I made a 'tooth hat' with
She has about 30 hats on
"choke" is scraped chi-stress. They may be plain,
two or three times a week.
samples of teeth, bridgework hand.
just pluck off each petal
with no decoration, or they
Best of all, when preparing
and other materials from a
uce
and dip it in a savory s:
"The older ones 111 tear up
can have designs added by
it, you don't have to add
dental laboratory," she said. and re-use the base, if it's still
spi—a smooth hollandaise
stenciling, painting or emfat.
"That one I sold to a dentist's good enough," she said.
cy vinaigrette or melted
broidering. Leather textures
Chicken
has
some
naturwife who said she had a dress it
butter with a dash of lemon
range from the sheer suedes
Mrs. Kyle often takes her
al fat in the skin—ahd
would match.
juice. When the artlehoke
to chamois to buckskin.
creations out for demoneven though it's a small
"My first hat was made
heart is reached after all
Whether you are buying as
displays.
strations
and
amount. it's just enough to
been refrom moss and acorns. Soon I
the
leaves
have
ready-to-wear or for making
"I used to exhibit them in
.'self-bastethe
chicken,
fork
nature
ideas
with
moved
a
ran out of
eat it with
your own creation, be sure
fairs and
several
county
And here's another tip.
items, and I decided 'Why
to read labels and hangtags
festivals," she said. "But it
Some
homemakers
roast
should I stop here?'"
for care instructions.
became a chore, what with the
the
broiler-fryer
longer
Ideas began popping under a
forth
transporting
back
and
than
necessary.
Today's
An extra-special preseet
hat of this Geunisey County
and they would get 160 dirty.
scientifically
bred
• bird
is one that you make your.
Herlda hopper. And creations
"I finally decided upon
comes to market while
self, and a gift from your
were formed through her
exhibiting them at just one
quite young, from eight to
kitchen has that certaid
talented fingers.
nine weeks of age. For the
festival
my favorite -- the
feeling that's an important
Painted ejqi shells attached Ohio Hills Festival. And I get
juiciest chicken ever, use a
part of giving. To get
Mrs. Oscar Turner of Murray
to a straw hat formed an Easter help from my husband, too.
higher cooking temperahead start on your baked
bonnet.
has been dismissed from the
ture 1375F.1 and less cook'Ile helps me take them to
gifts, make them in ad;
Colored plastic drinking and from the festival, and sets
Western Baptist Hospital,
ing time thirty minutes per
vance, then wrap tightly in
straws satisfied her daughter s up the display for me. Ile, too,
Paducah.
pound.
moisture-vapor-proof wraPt
wishes for a straw hat.
pings and freeze until ths
gives me some ideas for my
Christmas, a time for gift hats.
Leonard Norris of Murray has
Use a bouillon spoon instead of
big day. Frozen bake*
giving, finds Mrs. Kyle wearing
goods can be thawed, in
been a patient at Lourdes
"And, he gives his approval an ordinary teaspoon when maka violet Assehe with the top on which ones I can wear to ing drop cookies. They will be
their Wrappings, 'at room
Hospital, Paducah.
filled with small gift-wrapped church." (Illustrated)
temperature.
more nearly round and uniform.

Advice on Wearing
Pants Outfits

Mrs. Toni Hopson
Program Leader At
Meeting At Church

Fri.

STaP
inches in diameter. Now — with
needle and thread, gather
circle, sewing I/2 inch from raw
edge. Gather circle to form a
cavity. Fill it loosely with
quilting cotton to make a soft

sr

a

pillow effect. Now, insert a No.
26 guage wire, cut about 3 or 4
inches. Finish pulling your
gathering thread and fasten
tightly.

STEP .3

.
Itt
Cal111/144.4Itc

Cda
Moaday, November 21

The Baptist Women of Flint
Baptist Church will meet at the
The Baptist Women of the Elm church at one p.m.
Grove Baptist Church will meet
at the church at 1:30 p.m. with
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
Mrs. Hilda Maupin as the leader:
.Club will meet at Gleason Hall,
St. Leo's Catholic Church at
The Baptist Women of the seven p.m. For information call
Sinking Spring Baptist Church Wally Swan, phone 763-8636.
will meet at the church at seven
p.m. for the week of prayer
The
Wagon
Welcome
program.
Newcomers Club will have its
coffee for members or persons
TheFirst Baptist Church who have attended one meeting
Baptist Women will begin ob- at the community room of the
servance of the week of prayer Murray Federal Savings and
for foreign missions at the church Loan Company, 7th and Main
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Karl Streets, at ten a.m.
Hussung as the leader.
The week of prayer program
Mrs. Velda Reynolds is leader will be held at the Hazel Baptist
for the week of prayer program Church with Mrs. Ola Joyce as
at the Hazel Baptist Church at leader.
1:30 p.m.
Baptist Women of the Grace
The Grace Baptist 'Church Church will meet at the church at
Baptist Women will have its book one p.m.
study at the church from one to
Thursday, December 2
three p.m. with Mrs. Keys Keel
Mrs. Vivian Fairris will be
as the guest teacher.
leader for the week of prayer
Special preview of teen program at the Hazel Baptist
fashions from Simplicity Pattern Church at 1:30 p.m.
Company will be held by the
Calloway 4-H Teen Club at the
The Town and Country
University School Auditorium, Homemakers Club will have its
North 16th Street, at seven p.m. Christmas dinner at the home of
rarrer,,
,
,4•Io
Mrs (ton. F.,,ewirt, Doran RNA.
Tuesday, November 30
The Women of the Moose will
Benton Williams, Consultant meet at the Lodge Hall at 7:30
with the National Student p.m.
Ministries Department of the
Baptist Sunday School Board will The Garden Department of the
speak at the
Memorial Baptist Murray Woman's Club will meet
Church at ten a.m. A sack lunch at the club house at 1:30 p.m
Morrison
Mesdames
will be served at noon with all with
churches invited. He will also Galloway, W. B. Graves, James
speak at seven p.m. at Zion's Hamilton, Carney Hendon. and
Edgar Morris as hostesses
Cause Baptist Church.
Mrs. James Carlin will be
Mrs. 0. C. Wells will be
program leader at the Baptist program leader at the week of
Women's meeting at the First prayer program at the First
Baptist church at 9:30 a.m.
Baptist Church at 9:30 a.m.
Grace Baptist
Church
Voice Seminar of Milan
Petrovic will be held at the Women will meet at the church at
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts one p.r11.
Build*,
Murray State
University,from 1:30 to 3:30p.m. Mrs. George Chstsey will be
program leader at the week of
Faculty recital of Miss prayer program at the Elm
Elizabeth Newnam, mezzo Grove Baptist Church at 9 9:30
soprano, will be held at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Friday, December 3
Building, MSU, at eight p.m.
The MSU Women's Society will
Orientation meeting for MSU have its Christmas dinner at the
seniors who plan to enroll in Student Union Building at 6:30
student teaching for the spring p.m. Reservations should be
semester will be held at four p.m. made with Dr. Doris Mouser by
at the University School noon on Monday, November 29
Auditorium.

Take green florist's tape and
gathering in the half-inch edge,

Mrs. Prudye Adams will be
The Grace Baptist Church leader for the closing program of
Baptist Women will meet at the the week of prayer for foreign
missions by the Baptist Women of
church at one p.m.
the Hazel Baptist Church at 1.30
The Baptist Women of the p.m.
Hazel Baptist Church will meet at
The Baptist Women of Sinking
1.30 pin with Mrs. Frances
Spring Church will meet at the
Dailey as leader.
church at one p.m.for the week of
prayer program and then at
Wednesday, December 1
Exhibitions of paintings and seven p.m. a Christmas party
drawings by Bob Thad, prints will be held at the church for all
and jewelry by Dortha Henderson, and paintings and prints
Advertisement
by Ben Mahmoud will be at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Building through December

Washable Leather
Proves Popular

STCP '-wind tape around material and
wire, continuing to bottom of
wire.
To finish flower, make a wool
yarn pompon, by winding
colored wool yarn around a

How to cook
low calorie

A nuweatei,\\

t AY 41

While living in Europe, I
discovered a lady in Luxembourg using scrap material to
make charming flowers.
For one arrangement, cut
varying circles from 3 to 5

A vegetable
gives drama

Special gift

, INC."
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Mrs. Fulkerson Is
Teacher For Book

She'll make a hat
-did ofjust anything

, about two
ght in the
[diction—

TthiEs

s'TE'5
piece of cardboard cut about 2
inches wide. Wind around
cardboard about 20 to 25 times,
ease yarn off cardboard and tie
in the middle tightly. Cut loops
to make pompon and sew
tightly through center of flower
to back.
Add some green leaves to
your arrangement and I do
suggest you use an antique type
of container for these flowers.
Made in a small red and
white print, use for Valentines
Day; add blue and use for
Fourth of July or Election Day
decorations.
This is a project suitable for
girls age 10 and over.
A small arrangement would
make a lovely gift for a hospital
patient — I know the nurses
would appreciate not having to
water it.

Junior recital of Gary Armstrong, triunpet, will be held at
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Building, MSU, at eight p.m.

How's
Your
Hearing?

Mrs. Earl Lee and Mrs. Albert
Crider will be leaders for the
meeting of the Baptist Worhen of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church at
seven p.m, at the church.

'Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model
of the smallest Beltone aid ever
Rev. Paul Dailey will conduct made will be given absolutely
the week of prayer program for free to anyone answering this
foreign missions at the First advertisement.
Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m.
Try it to see how it is worn
n the privacy of your own
The Baptist Women and Youth home without cost or obligation
Organizations of the Sinking of any kind. It's yours to keep,
Spring Baptist Church will meet free. It weighs less than a third
at the church at seven p.m.
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
level, in one unit. No wires lead
The Cherry Corner Baptist from body to head.
Church
Baptist Women These models are free, so we
and the Baptist Young Women suggest you write for yours
will have their meetings at the now. Again, we repeat, there is
no cost, and certainly no obligaw.
church at seven p.m.
tion. Write to Dept. 5200, BelThe Faxon Mothers Club will tone Electronics Corp., 4201 W.
meet at the school at 1:45 p.m. Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 60646.

Get Ready for
Christmas at the

CRAFT HOUSE

We will be open'til 6 on Fridays until Christmas.
Needlepoint Class.. Tues., Nov. 30th 1 p.m.-3 p.m. Candlemaking demonstrations Wed. Dec. 1,1p.m.-3 p.m. Plaster
molding Class Thurs. Dec. 2,10 a.m.-12 p.m. Decoupage Class
Tues. Dec. 7,1 p.m.-3 p.m..
New shipment of candlemaking supplies has arrived.
Stenle acid is here. Candle moulding plaster molds are
arriving daily.
Come in and sign up for lessons now.
602

St. 12th
Next

to Datsun place

CRAFT
H OUSE

Murray, Ky.
753-9384
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On PGA Tour

The Baseball Scene

Hale Irwin Hangs On To Lead
To Win Heritage Golf Tourney

Baseball's Annual Winter
Meeting Gets Started Today

NHL Roundup

Red Wings Emerge
As Giant Killers

By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor
PHOENIX, Ariz. (UPI) —
Several clubs, including the Los
Angeles Dodgers and Detroit
Tigers, were bidding for fastSudden
Sam
ball
pitcher
McDowell of the Cleveland
Indians today as trading talk
dominated the opening of
baseball's annual winter meetings.

manager isn't so sure Santo is
apparently ready to be gullreally available.
fledged first string catcher, find
Santo
is
mad at
"So Durocher
that they have a surplus of
—so what?" the G.M. asked.
"If the Cubs can't get what catching talent to offer in deals
they want for Santo, you can to better themselves at other
bet Durocher won't be quite as spots.
The ground work for several
mad at him."
was laid at an informal
deals
The world champion Pittsmeeting of the major league
burgh Pirates are reportedly
general managers last month in
shopping around for a shortFlorida!,
stop, despite protestations during the World Series that they However, most clubs seem to
were quite happy with Jackie feel that the roster of talent
Hernandez. The Bucs were available in the annual draft of
understood to have made the minor league players by the
Mets an offer for shortstop Bud majors wasn't worth a gamble.
Harrelson, with catcher Manny
"Frankly, we didn't see
Sanguillen included in a deal anyone on the list whom we
that would involve several thought could make
our squad
players on both sides.
of 25 players," said the general

By DAVID MOFFTI
Ralph Beard by two In the consider that only four golfers
in the original field of 1J2 were
UPI Sports Writer
Heritage Classic.
HILTON HEAD, S. C. (UPI) 'When you are out there on able to break par for 72 holes
-Hale Irwin has known pres- the football field, you know that over the demanding Harbour
sure on the football field but if you make a mistake that Town Course here at this resort
the former Big Eight safety there are 10 other people to island.
By United Press International
first two periods. Bryan
says it's nothing compared to take up the slack," said Irwin. Lunn, who dieted from a All of a sudden the Detroit the
Campbell scored what proved
trying to hang on to a shaky ''On the golf course, there's beefy 235 down to a skinny 173
Red Wings are emerging as to be the winner with 11:32
big-time golf just 14 clubs, you and the ball." and then got back up to 200 giant killers.
a
in
lead
remaining in the game and
tournament.
The 26-year-old Irwin held a because he felt "weak" at his After winning only five of
Maki and Danny O'Shea
Irwin, who starred in football seemingly commanding three lowest weight, started Sunday's their first 21 games, and losing Chico
provided the insurance mar- The annual draft of players
off
mid
stroke
Irwin's
the
one
round
in
back
Colorado
time
the
for
stroke lead by
a coach in the process, the Red
60s, won his first professional Sunday's round was only five pace and matched his 70 for a Wings knocked off two first- kers.
was one of the scheduled
Two goals apiece by Wayne highlights of the Monday sesgolf tournament in his four holes old as he sank birdie 230 finish.
clubs in as many nights Carleton and Bobby Sheehan
place
years on the PGA tour Sunday putts at Nos. 2, 3 and 5. But "I never gave up hope of
sions as the moguls of the
during the weekend. On 4itur- enabled California to beat
when he beat Bob Lunn by one that was destined to be his last catching Hale." said Lunn,
major and minor leagues got
day night, they 'beat the"New Buffalo. The victory moved the
down to work.
stroke and Jack Nicklaus and birdie of the day and bogeys at "there are so many hazards on York Rangers, 3-1, and followed
and
Pittsburgh
past
Seals
Nos. 10 and 14 left him in a the course that there was that up with a 4-2 surprise over
Philadelphia into thieti place in However, indications were
NFL Standings
precarious position for the final always a chance Hale would the Montreal Canadiens Sunday
the West. The loss stretched the that the draft probably would
International
By United Press
take a double bogey somewhere
four holes.
night.
Sabres' winless streak to nine be spurned by most clubs with
American Conference
along the line. I had a lot of
Doubted His Cool
The Rangers, who were game'-•
possibly as few players picked
East
"That's when I began to birdie chances but I simply forced back into a three-way tie
as the eight who were selected
W. L. T. Pct. wonder about my cool under couldn't cash them in."
last year. The Milwaukee
811.889 fire," said Irwin who hadn't Lunn's last birdie chance for first place with Montreal
Miami
General
whose
Brewers,
830.727 been that close to victory since came on the final hole when he and Boston in the National
Baltimore
East Division
League's
Hockey
always
Frank
Lane
Manager
470.364
Jets
NY
January, 1970, when he took a missed an 184oote r When
can be counted on to make
470.364 lead into the final round of the Irwin came to 18, a 458-yard, following their loss to Detroit,
New England
some kind of a player move,
1 10 0 .091 Los Angeles Open but couldn't water-lined, par-4 with his one bounced back with a 4-2
Buffalo
triumph over the Philadelphia
were scheduled to have the first
Central
stroke lead, he decided to play Flyers
hold it.
Sunday night to reclaim
draft pick.
W. L T. Pct. "I can't say I didn't think It safe.
undisputed possession of the top
6 5 0 .545
Cleveland
about LA when I approached "All I wanted to do was get spot.
In contrast, newt-see, the
By United Press Istermatiened
Pittsburgh
560.455 the final hole," said Irwirr-"Sil
the green in two and then
Hawks Artie Gilmore, the Kentucky trading market was expected to
Chicsnso
The
.'3194
'fr7.
4
-Cincinnati
course that was nearly two get down," he said. He left his
be brisk because several nun.,
1 9 1 .100 years ago, but the experience I approach shot about 30 feet climbed back to within onis Colonels' exciting 7-2 rookie, is players are believed available
Houston
the
Minnesota
in
idle
of
point
oung enough to be
still YWest
went through then had to help wide of the cup but then putted West Division race by belting
and because several clubs in
charitable —but only to a point.
W. L T. Pct. me this time."
up to eight inches away "for
both leagues feel they can win
4-1,
Leafs,
Maple
Toronto
the
10
York
New
handed
Gilmore
7 2 2 .778
Oakland
Irwin, who had two 68s the sort of putt even I never and in the only other game
a
pennant with just a little
points Sunday night when he
7 3 1 .700 during the Heritage, shot a
Kansas City
Sunday the California Seals was called for goal-tending on more improvement.
4 7 a .364 dosing 1-tinder-paf 70 for a four
San Diego
Lee in 12th Place $
beat the Buffalo Sabres 5-3.
five occasions, but he scored 23
Interest in Santo
371.300 -day total of 5-under-par 279 —
Denver
Nicklaus, who helped design
Alex Delvecchio and Bill points of his own and pulled The fastballing McDowell, a
National Conference
better than it looks when you the Harbour Town Course, had Collins scored 33 seconds apart
down 24 rebounds to help the 20-game winner in 1970, who
East
a last-round 70 and Beard tied
in the first period to give Colonels edge the Nets, 108-106, slumped to a 12-17 record in
W. L
him at 281 by shooting a 67 —
Detroit a 2-0 lead over Montreal in overtime.
8 3 0 .727
Dallas
1971, is being offered by the
the day's best round. The tie
and the Red Wings picked up The victory was the llth in Indians in
to
effort
an
7 3 1 .700
Washington
for third was worth $6,515 and
another pair in the second its last 13 games for Kentucky, strengthen their club at several
4 7 0 .364
St. Louis
closed him to less than $16,000
period on goals by Al Karland- which increased its first place positions. The Dodgers and
4 7 0.364
NY Giants
behind front-running Lee Trevier and Mickey Redmond.
lead in the Eastern Division of Tigers both feel that their bids
371.300
Philadelphia
Kentucky Lake
no in the face for this year's
Montreal was ineffective all the American Basketball As- for the southpaw are the best
Bowling League
Central
money title.
night, taking only 20 shots on sociation to 2's games over idle the Indians have received.
W. L. T. Pet Team
W L
Trevino, who started with a
goalie Joe Daley, as its 11. Virginia.
32 12
9 2 0 818 Mutual of Omaha
Minnesota
into
howe29 15 78 Thursday when he went
game unbeaten string came to Only one other game was The New York Mets,
7 3 1 .700 Jerry's & Hodge
Detroit
271? 16/
2 the water four times, had a 69
1
Fenton
ver, apparently have dropped
and
Lemaire
Jacques
end.
an
Sunday
ABA
played in the
26 18 Sunday for a 290 that was good
6 40.600 All Jersey
Chicago
25? 18'?
Pete Mahovlich scored for the night, and in that one the out of the bidding for McDowell
3 71.300 Caesar's
Green Bay
24 20 for 12th-place money of $2,310
after being highly interested in
Lindsey's
Canadiens.
Dallas Caparrals beat the
West
23 21 and raised his record winnings
Corvette Lanes
the beginning. Mets General
goals
two
scored
Hadfield
Vic
21
23
106-98.
2
Floridians,
W. L. T. Pct. Moose Lodge No.
to $229,552.
Manager Bob Scheffing feels
23 21
Bread
and
Colonial
16th
his
for
the
Rangers,
Dan Isael's basket with two
7 4 0 .636 Winchester Printing
tSan Francisco
Arnold Palmer became the
21 23
that the Indians' asking price,
19 25 third $200,000 winner of th, 17th of the season, and Rod minutes left to play in overtime
6 4 1 .800 Murray Auto Parts
!Los Angeles
Selling and Bruce MacGregor put Kentucky ahead at 107-106 which reportedly included Met
13 31
(Atlanta
5 5 1 .500 Palace Drive Inn
K9osman and
2 311,2 year when he got $4,500 Car collected the others. It was
1
12/
State Farm Insurance
and Cincy Powell doubled the Southpaw Jerry
4 5 2 .444 Moose Lodge No 1
View Orleans
2 36/
1
9/
2 finishing fifth waif' a 74-286.
1
was
regulars,
Met
other
two
New
first
York's
victory at theimargin with a foul shot. The
Sunday's Results
Deane 13ernan, George Knudson
"much too high."
Spectrum since Jan. 9, tsas.
High Team Game (SC)
lost
fourth
who
their
l
'4Neta.
Buffalo 27 New England 20
943 and Mac McLendon tied for
All Jersey
Chicago rallied for thfee sonsecutive
a
game, had
The Tigers' offer for McDo937 sixth at. 247. McLendon was tied
St. Louis 24 NY Giants 7
Jerry's
in the final period to break chance to tie but Bill Melchion- well reportedly included either
goals
899
All Jersey
San Francisco 24 NY Jets 7
with Lunn a stroke behind away from Toronto after .
tlie ni missed a 10-foot jumper in infielder Dick McAuliffe or
,Cincinnati 31 San Diego 0
Irwin at the start of the final teams had skated to a 1-1 tie in the closing seconds.
High Team Game (NC)
outfielder Mickey Stanley and
1(14.1
r Washington 20 Philadelphia 13 All Jersey
round but skied to a Sunday 77.
1039
Issel paced Kentucky with 28 several younger players.
Corvette Lanes
very
Denver 72 Pittsburgh 10
play
didn't
Standings
really
NHL
"I
1038
Jerry's
points while Billy Paultz led
The Mets are among several
Minnesota 24 Atlanta 7
well in the final round," said By United Press International
New York with 25 points and 18 teams interested in getting
(SC)
Series
Team
High
New Orleans M Green Bay 21
"nowhere near as well
Irwin,
East
2702
Jerry's
rebounds.
hard hitting third baseman
Cleveland 37 Houston 24
2633 as I did the first three days.
W. L T. Pts
All Jersey
Simmie Hill, who played for Ron Santo of the Cubs. There is
2613
Caesar's
Baltimore 37 Oakland 14
3
my
was
4
it
felt
34
I
guess
15
I
But,
New York
the Floridians two years ago, a belief among many baseball
Only games Schuled
13 3 6 32
time to win this week. I got Montreal
Nigh Team Series (HC)
24 points for Dallas men that Santo, who feuded
scored
3015 that feeling after I took the Boston
Monday's Games
Caesar's
15 5 2 32
3005
against his former teammates. with Cub Manager Leo DurochJerry's
Chicago at Miami night)
never
I
and
day
first
7
24
8
the
lead
8
Toronto
2936
All Jersey
Joe Hamilton added 23 points er last year, now can be had
(Only game scheduled)
'really lost it."
7 12 4 18
Detroit
the Chaps, who led from from Chicago since Durocher
for
Game
(SC)
Ind.
High
Saturday's Games
6 14 4 16
Vancouver
244 214
start to finish, while Warren has been rehired.
Dan Jones
NY Jets at Dallas
5
14
4
13
206
Buffalo
243
T C. Hargrove
MEXICAN BB LEAGUE
Jabali paced the Floridians
220
(Only game scheduled)
Steve Seltzer
One major league general
West
PHOENIX (UPI I —The Mexiwith 22 points.
Sunday's Garnes1
Pts
T.
L
W.
(NC)
announced
League
Game
can Baseball
High I;d.
Buffalo at Baltimore
260
T C Hargrov
16 4 3 35
that it will expand from Minnesota
255 Sunday
Dan Jones
Chicago at Denver
16 5 2 34
Chicago
1972
in
12
to
1971
in
clubs
10
242
Hubert Newberry
Cincinnati at Cleveland
and will adopt .11- la&-game California -Green Bay at St. Louis
Nigh Ind. StrIeS (SC)
7 11 4 18
Philadelphia
657 schedule to begin March 16 and
Dan Jones
Miamia at New England
8 14 2 18
628 end
August 1. Puebla and Pittsburgh
T.C. Hargrove
Minnesota at San Diego
59
6 12 4 16
Clyde Roberts
St. Louis
Cordoba are the new entries.
New Orleans at Los Angeles
5 17 1 11
Los Angeles
High Ind Series (NC)
NY Giants at Washington
Sunday's Results
690
Dan Jones
MATCH
WINS
FRANULOVIC
687
Oakland at Atlanta
Clyde Roberts
4 Montreal 2
679
BUENOS AIRES I UPI) —The Detroit
T C Hargrove
Philadelphia at Detroit
Chicago 4 Toronto 1
TourTennis
Open
Argentine
Pittsburgh at Houston
High Averages
Philadelphia 2
singles title was won New York 4
187
Dan Jones
only games scheduled)
3
Buffalo
5
California
Zeljko
Yugoslavia's
Hargrove
T.C.
178 Sunday by
Monday's Games
177
(Only games scheduledl
Lyman Dixon
defeated
he
as
Franulovic
)75
Kansas city at San Francisco James Washer
Monday's Gan:left
172 Romania's Ilie Nastase 6-3, 7-6,
Paul Buchanan
Night)
scheduled.
games
(No
Carl Ellis
6-1
172
• Only game scheduled)
'
172
Charles Chilcutt

Gilmore Leads
Colonels To
Win Over Nets

manager of a national league
Talent Roster Small
The Pirates, with Milt May team

LOSING HAIR?
Don't PutIt Off UntilIt's All
National's Hair Consultant
Here Wednesday
WILL EXPLAIN HAIR PROBLEMS FREE

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Before ireotrner,
After
shows r•sults by Notiortel Horn• Treer,e,.
Georg.

FREE CONSULTATION
Just take a few minutes of your loss.
time on WEDNESDAY, DEC. 1 Many conditions can cause hair
and go to the HOLIDAY INN loss. No matter which one is
MOTEL, U.S. 641 S., S. 12TH causing your hair loss, if you wait
between 1 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. and until you are slick bald and your
ask the desk clerk for R. E. hair roots are dead you are
MCGEE'S room number, or can beyond help. If you still have hair
for appointment.
on the top of your head, don't put
There is no charge or it off until it's all off. It doesn't
obligation...all consultations are make sense for a man to let
private, you will not be em- himself go bald, certainly not
barrassed in any way.
without seeing a National Hair
GUARANTEED
and Scalp Consultant to see if we
If you are accepted for treat- can help you.
CAN'T HELP
ment, you will be given a written
guarantee on a pro-rated basis Male pattern baldness is the
from beginning to end.
cause of a great majority of cases
If you are not already slick of baldness and excessive hair
bald, how can you be sure what is loss, for which no method is efactually causing your hair loss? fective National's Hair ConEven if baldness seems to -run sultant cannot help those who are
in the family," this is certainly no slick bald after years of gradual
proof of the cause of your hair hair loss

College Grid Roundup

'Alabama Had A Much Better Team' Jordan
Says After Tide Whips Auburn Saturday
passing total of 7,549 yards, defeated Pittsburgh, 31-13, and
By MARTIN LADER
l ered by a sore toe, scored two
surpassing by five yards the Iowa State turned back San
UPI Sports Writer
while
Alabama
for
_owns
tc
record set by Plunkett from Diego State, 48-31.
College football fans who had rushing
ng for 167 yards on 33
le wait until the end of 1971 to carries The Crimson Tide 1968-70.
San Jose State, which oversee the "Game of the Year" thoroughly dominated the game However, Miami coach Fran came a poor start by winning
Curci chastised Florida coach four of its last five games,
won't have to be nearly as
against Auburn, controlling the
Doug
patient come 1972.
Dickey for allowing his including a 13-12 decision over
ball for 83 plays and all but 15
team toiliterally fag down on Rose Bowl-bound Stanford, was
In fact, just a few hours after
minutes, 51 seconds of the
defense with 1.10 left to play so selected Sunday to represent
the New -Year is rung in, contest.
that the Hurricanes could score the Pacific Coast Athletic
college football will present
another classic confrontation While a disappointed Auburn a touchdown and give Reaves Association in the Pasadena
when Nebraska meets Alabama coach, Shug Jordan, could only s chance to break the record. Bowl against Memphis State
in the Orange Bowl. The express his admiration for the
Dec. 18.
After Florida allowed John
chances are very good that the Tide, saying, "Alabama had a
eight
from
score
to
two unbeaten powers will rank much better team," the feelings Hornibrook
took 2 TRAINERS HONORED
as the No. 1 and 2 teams in the weren't nearly as warm in yards out, the Gators
COLUMBUS, Ohio I UPI
ensuing
the
on
possession
quarternation when they take the field Miami after Florida
Harness racing greats Ralph
achieved
Reaves
and
kickoff
back John Reaves overtook Jim
on New Year's night.
Baldwin and John Simpson Sr
Nebraska, which currently Plunkett of Stanford as college his record with a 15-yard pass were selected for induction Into
Alvarez_
to
Carlos
in
passer
top
all-time
heads the ratings, already has football's
games Satur- the Sport's Living Hall of
taken care of one pretender by guiding the Gators to a 45-16 In other major
United
States
past Navy, Fame, the
squeezed
beating second-ranked Ok- pasting of Miami Saturday day, Army
Trotting Association said Sunmore
the
of
one
in
24-23,
night.
lahoma, 35-31, Thanksgiving
day
a truly exciting renewaLs of their long
Day in the 1971 "Game of the Reaves enjoyed
I.ouisiana
rivalry,
bitter
and
Baldwin and Simpson, both of
Year." Now, Alabama figures sensational night in his final
State walloped Tulane, 36-7, whom are trainers and drivers,
of
33
on
hitting
game,
collegiate
the
Oklahoma
in
to replace
Tennessee tripped Vanderbilt, will be honored by the U.S.
No.2 spot in the new ratings 50 passes for 348 yards and four
19-7, Arizona State whitewah.sed Harness Writers' Association,
after walloping fourth-ranked touchdowns, while catching one
Arizona, 31-0, Houston beat at its 24th annual dinner Feb
himself.
pass
touchdown
Saturday.
on
Auburn, 31-7,
42-16, Florida State 13 in New York
Utah,
career
a
with
up
Reaves
wound
Johnny Musso, although both-

If you see red,
see us.
We can help in a small way. With a nifty
Datsun Pickup: It's America's number one
selling import truck because: a) It costs
little to buy and, b) It costs even less to run.
Up to 25 miles per gallon. Fewer check-ups
needed. Yet, With its overhead cam engine
and torsion bar front suspension, it acts
like its bigger cousins. The Datsun Pickup.
It's all you expect from a truck. And less.
Drive a Datsuri...then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIPF

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
'Open Evenings Ti! 8:00'
Phone 153 /114

So. 12th Street
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Cavaliers Win Fourth Straight; lakers Win
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By Laded Press International
The NBA is discovering
Cleveland coach Bill Fitch is no
longer the laughing stock of the
league.
Fitch, who used to mask his
team's losses with fast quips,
now bears a real victory smile.
His Cavaliers won their fourth
straight, 124-120, Sunday night
over the more experienced
Philadelphia 76ers behind the 31
-point effort of rookie Austin
Carr.
While the Cavs' winning
streak is a monumental task
for the expansion club, Los
Angeles took its 14th straight

Texas
tops draft
choices
Ever wonder where the
majority of pro football's draft
choices come from?
Various claiihs are made by
a number of states, conferences and colleges but,
according to a survey of the
five Natiohal Football League
common drafts (1967-71), the
statc,a:Texas,the. Big Ten and
the University of Southern
California lead the way.
The common draft was instituted in 1967, following the
merger of the American
Football League into the NFL
and, since that time, 26 pro
clubs have tabbed a total of
2,227 athletes from 339 colleges.
And this total does not even
begin to include the numerous
free agents signed.
In Texas, where football is a
folk religion and boys begin
donning pads as little more
than tots, 31 football-playing
institutions are recognized by
the NCAA and NAIA. During
the five-year period, 287
draftees from Texas colleges
made their way to professional
camps, an average of 57.4
players per year.
The Texas total is even more
significant when one combines
the second and third-place
states, California and Ohio, and
arrives at a figure short of the
Texas number. California
produced 171 draftees, for a
34.2 average, while Ohio was
providing 109. a 21.8 average.
Combined, these figures read
280 and 56 athletes per year
Other states in the top 10
were Louisiana, 102; Tennessee, 94; Mississippi, 91;
, Indiana, 82; Michigan, 77;
North Carolina, 71, and
Florida, 69. These figures are
based on the state where the
athlete attended college.
While Texas led in numbers,
California was tops in quality
with 19 of the 131 first-round
picks.
Texas was second with 15,
Indiana third with 12 and Ohio,
with 10, was the only other state
- in double figures.
The Big Ten topped conferences with 182 athletes
drafted, including a leading 19
first-rounders.
The Big Eight, which has
dominated the Big Ten in
,recent meetings, was second
f. with 148 draftees, edging the
'• Pacific 8 and Southeastern
conferences, tied with 145
• apiece.
The small college-designated
'Southwestern Athletic Con: ference, home of Grambling,
rounded out the top five with
140 selections. Others in the top
10 were the Western Athletic
Conference, 120; Southwest
Conference, 107; Missouri
Valley Conference, 73; Atlantic
Coast Conference, 66, and the
, Central Intercollegiate Athletic
Association, another small
; college group whose membership this year included
; Morgan State and Maryland
' State, 66.
The Pacific 8 was runner-up
in the number of first-rounders
with 15, while the Big Eight and
Southeastern Conference had
11 each.
USC, which won the national
championship in 1967 and
appeared in four Rose Bowls
• during this time, paced the
colleges with 43 draftees, 11 on
the first round. The Trojans
also had a record five players
racked on the first round in 1968
7 (Ron Vary, Mike Taylor, Tim
Rossovich, Mike Hull and EarlMcCullough) and in both 1968
: and 1969 provided the first man
drafted (Yary and 0. J. &nip' son)
Notre Dame was second in
• both number and firstrounders, with 37 and seven,
respectively. Houston, which
•- blossomed into a major grid
power in the mid-1960s, was a
surprising third with 35 draftees, while Grambling with 34
and Tennessee State with 31
capped the first five.

victory in stride as the Lakers
downed Seattle 138-121, to equal
an all-time Laker winning
streak.
Boston regained first place in
the Atlantic Division with a 130108 triumph over Atlanta and
Phoenix downed Houston, 116110, in the only other NBA
action.
Carr, playing his third game
in as many nights, pumped in
16 of the Cavs' 33 third quarter
points to lead Cleveland away
from a 65-65 tie with Philadelphia.
Fitch, wearing the same
clothes since last Tuesday when
the Cavs beat Baltimore to
start the winning skein, said
"winning is wonderful. I knew
when I drafted Carr that he

NBA Standings

would be a success. He's a halftime
finished player."
NIVel:lidt scored 25 points.
Bobby Smith helped the John Havlicek netted 22 and
Cleveland cause with 27 points. Dave Cowens 21 as Boston
Bill Bridges paced
Phila- displayed a balanced attack
against Atlanta. The victory put
delphia with 25.
Jerry West netted 19 points in the Celtics a half-game ahead
the second quarter after a of New York in the Atlantic
scoreless first period as Los sector. Walt Bellamy a—m Lou
Angeles ran away from the Hudson led the Hawks with 1
Sonics. He finished the game potras apiece.
with 25 points. The victory tied Dennis Layton, who wears
the mark originally set by the No. 1 on his uniform, was the
club in 1950 when it played out top scorer for Phoenix with 25
points, 21) in the second half,
of Minneapolis.
Seattle, led
Spencer against Houston. The Suns hit
by
Haywood's 29 points, held a 33- an excellent 62.8 per cent from
29 first quarter lead, but the the field before intermission.
Lakers scored 44 points in the Elvin Hayes led the Rockets
second quarter for a 73-59 with 30 points
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The Pros

Namath Passes For Three TDs But.
Jets Fail To Overtake SF 49'ers I
By GARY KALE
UPI Sports Writer
Joe Willie Namath is back
and the San Francisco FortyNiners were almost sorry to see
him return.
• Broadway Joe, making his
first start since an exhibition
game injury last summer
forced another knee incision,
passed for three touchdowns
Sunday as the New York Jets
came close to upsetting the
Forty-Niners. San Francisco
won the game, 24-21, to take
sole possession of the Western
Division lead in the National

Sports Parade

Dalton Has Several Men In Mind
To Take Over California's Helm

New England, 27-20; St. Louis ta. Jones' 155 yards rushing
Football Conference.
Namath completed 11 of 27 whipped the New York Giants tied Dave Osborn's single
for the Vikings
gainrecod
passes for 258 yards and threw 24-7; Cincinnati shut out San
The Buffalo Bills snapped a
scoring strikes of 57 and 20 Diego, 31-0; Denver clipped
yards to Rich Caster and 72 Pittsburgh 22-10; ,and New 15-game losing streak as J.L)
yards to Eddie Bell. His efforts Orleans won over Green Bay, Hill caught scoring passes of 11
and 47 yards in his first pro
were offset by Vic Washington's 29-21.
two touchdowns, John Brodie's Cleveland regained the Cen- start and O.J. Simpson ran,
one-yard TD sneak and Bruce tral Division lead in the seven yards for another score
American Football League Con- against the Patriots. It was
Gossett's 25-yard field goal.
ference as Leroy Kelly rushed Buffalo's first win since beating
Joe Self Critical
"I didn't play well at all," for 107 yards and one touch- the Pats on Nov. 1, 1970.
St. Louis grabbed a 17-0 lead
Namath said of his 1971 debut. down and quarterback Bill
"The best pass I threw as far Nelsen passed for 162 yards in the first seven minutes
as putting something on it and against Houston. Bo Scott against the Giants as the Cards
getting good flight was the last scored twice for the Browns. intercepted three of New York's
one that was intercepted." Kelly's rushing total moved first five passes. John Gilliam
Johnny Fuller intercepted a him into sixth place on the all- caught TD passes of 18 and 13
third and 10 pass with the Jets time list with 5-784 career from Jim Hart in the rout.
Durkee's 5 Field Goals
on San Francisco's 19-yard line yards.
Cincinnati recorded its first
Baltimore intercepted
six
and 27 seconds remaining.
Oakland pas.ses and moved shut out since entering the
"Nemeth really puts a lot of within
a game of Miami in the league and chalked up a club
pressure on you," said Fuller AFC East
as Norm Bulaich record six pass interceptions.
after his game-saving theft. "I scored
on runs of three and one Linebacker Al Beauchamp and
was tipped off that the play yards,
Tom Matte went on a 10- cornerback Ken Riley each
would be coming inside and I yard TD romp
and Jim O'Brien stole the ball twice and
laid back and it was right in my kicked field goals of 45, 28 and Beauchamp converted one of
hands. It didn't surprise me 11 yards.
Fred Biletnikoff his thefts into an 18-yard TD
that he went for the touchdown grabbed passes of 18 and four run.
(instead of trying for the tying yards for Oakland's TDs.
Floyd Little's TD runs of 3
field goal) because that's the
Quarterback Bill Kilmer and 16 yards helped Denver
way he plays."
off the bench to hurl a 27- beat Pittsburgh and spoil, the
Namath's appearance in the yard TD pass to Hop jaferson Steelers' chance ut
the
second quarter was signaled by late in the first half and Mike AFC Central lead. Jim Turner
an injury to starting quarter- Bass ran 38 yards with an booted field goals of 32 and 12
back Bob Davis. Joe Willie said intercepted pass for a score yards to help the Broncs.
that until that moment "I didn't with 9:22 left to lift Washington Charlie Durkee booted five
know if I'd go in."
within a half game of Dallas in field goals, three of them
In other pro football action, the NFC East.
coming after Green Bay fumCleveland defeated Houston, 37bles to provide the margin of
Bills End Loss Streak
24; Baltimore beat Oakland, 37Clint Jones raced 73 yards for New Orleans' win over the
14; Washington toppcd
one TD and Bill Brown scored Packers. The three-pointers
20-13; Minnesota rapped on runs of 23 and one yard in traveled 35, 26, 11,
12, and 12
Atlanta 24-7; Buffalo downed Minnesota's victory over Atlan- yards.

By United Press International
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L Pet. GB
Boston
14 9 .609
New York
13 9 .591 11 PHOENIX, Ariz. (UPI) —
coming into an organization
Philadelphia
11 12 .478 3 Harry Dalton, the California the job so far have been Del Rice, which was beset with the worst
who
led
Salt
City
Lake
to
a
Buffalo
8 13 .381 5 Angels' bright, new general
possible internal problems last
pennant last year in the Pacific
Central Division
manager, was checking in at a Coast League; Hank Bauer, the year and now needs a brand
W. L. Pet GB hotel here.
new image. If anyone can bring
former Balitimore manage, that
Baltimore
10 12 455
to the Angels, Dalton is the
"There goes Benedict Dal- Darrell ielsecsal, the
ex-Boston man. Everyone tavi.a eking
Cincinnati
7 ;*/2 .368 PaklicT," said Earl Weaver while
coach, and Billy Hunter, the
Cleveland
8 14 364 2 standing nearby.
him what about his new
Baltimore coach who took
Atlanta
5 16 238 4/
manager. but he's not about to
1
2 Earl Weaver is the manager
himself
out
running
of
the
last
Western Conference
, Harry Dalton left behind when week. Gil Hodges is the newest be stampeded.
Midwest Division
he moved from Baltimore to candidate, for the job but he "I'd rather take a little more
W. L. Pct GB California.
time and get the right man
Earl
Weaver
Milwaukee
21 3 .875 ••• laughed when he called his ex- seems pretty happy where he is than rush and pick the wrong
as manager of the New York
Chicago
14 6 .700
one," he says.
boss what he did. He's very Mets.
Phoenix
10 11 .476 9142 fond of Harry Dalton but loves
Harry Dalton has always
Detroit
9 13 .409 11 to kid him about leaving the F-asentially, Harry Dalton is a operated that way. Maybe
Pacific Division
Orioles. So do most of the other doer. He's a self-starter with a that's why he generally has
W. L. Pet GB Baltimore brass.
good, fresh approach, but he's operated so successfully.
Los Angeles
20 3 .870
Joe Rooting for Jets
Golden State
15 9 .625 5/
1
2 Once the bell boy had taken
Seattle
14 9 .609 6 him to his room, Dalton lost no
Houston
5 18 .217 15 time unpacking. There are a
Portland
3 18 143 16 lot of other clubs.he wants
to
Sunday's Results
talk to about players here at
Boston 130 Atlanta 108
the baseball meetings.
Phoenix 116 Houston 110
Dalton flicked on the TV set
Cleveland 124 Philadelphia 120 while hanging up
his clothes
Los Angeles 138 Seattle 121
and there was Joe Namath
Only games scheduled)
doing all he could to help the
Monday's Games
New York Jets try to catch up
(No games scheduled)
to the San Francisco Forty
Niners with less than a half
minute remaining.
ABA Standings
Dalton took time from his
East
unpacking to watch Nemeth
W. 1.. Pet. GB
fade back to pass. The Jets'
Kentucky
15 6 .714
quarterback was looking for his
Virginia
13 a .sei
primary receiver, Rich Caster.
Pittsburgh
11 13 .458 51
/
2 He
finally picked him out in
Floridians
10 13 .435 6
heavy traffic and let the ball
New York
9 13 409 6/
1
2
go.
Carolina
8 13 .381 7
"Up ... up!" Dalton exhorted
West
Caster who was completely
W. L Pct. GB
hemmed in. No use. Namath
Utah
16 7 .696
had underthrown the ball and
Indiana
12 9 .571 3
Caster never really had a
Dallas
10 12 .455 51
/
2 chance.
Memphis
9 13 .409 6/
1
2
Dalton For Rams
Denver
8 13 .381 7
Harry
Dalton frowned and
Sunday's Results
Kentucky 108 New York 106 banged his right fist into his
left palm.
"Darn it," he said.
Dallas 106 Floridians 98
"You rooting for Namath
Only games scheduled )
now?" A guy in the room asked
Monday's Games
him, a little surprised.
No games scheduled)
"Yes," Dalton said, smiling.
"See, I'm for the Rams now.
I'd like to see the Jets beat the
Forty Niners in this one
because the Rams are battling
the Forty Niners for the
MAGIC TRI
division title."
Bowling League
Sixteen seconds later it was
all over. The Forty Niners held
Team
on to their lead, beating the
39 9
Johnsons Grocery
Jets 24-21 and Harry Dalton got
Ezells Beauty School
36 12
back to what he had come here
N.H.C.A.
32/
1
2
Murray Insurance
30/
1
2 17/
1
2 for —baseball.
Murray Muffler
211
/
2 26/
1
2
"What about your manager?"
Jerrys Restaurant
20/
1
2 27/
1
2
Bcones
20 28 the guy in the room asked him.
Owens Food Market
19 29 "You gonna name one
this
Bank of Murray
13 35
GOOD FORTUNE TELLER?
Krogers
8 40 week?"
"Not necessarily," said DalHigh Team Game (SC)
ton. "A lot of people think I
Sounds like, sounds like...a fortune teller who predicts only good things for
Johnsons
Grocery
765
N H C.A
734 have a manager in my pocket.
future? Right?
your
JOhnsOns Grocery
729 They think I'm going to milk it
for all it's worth and then
High Team Game (MC)
Here at the Extraordinary Bank our Good Fortune Tellers want you to tell
N H.C.A.
994 announce who it is at the end of
N H C.A.
974 the week.
them
That
what your future should hold. Then they'll set the wheels in motion to make
isn't
so.
I've
got
Johnsons Grocery
970
several men in mind."
yoUr dreams come true.
Hugh Team Series (SC)
"like Earl Weaver?"
We do extraordinary things for you daily here--like lining your clouds with
Johnsons Grocery
2184
Won't Raid °riles
NHCA
2067
silver
and crossing your palms with money.
Ezells Beauty School
"I'd love to have him,"
2055
Only the Extraordinary Bank has Good Fortune Tellers for you. Come in todaY
Dalton admitted, "but he's
High Team Series (HC)
2847 under contract to Baltimore.
and tell a Good Fortune Teller what he or she can do for you.
NHCA
Johnsons Grocery
2799 I'm not going to raid that
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us. TRY US!
Murray Muffler
organization or try to. The
High Ind. Game (SC) 2721 Baltimore people know that and
Kay Lax
195 Earl knows that So that
lets
Wanda Nance
188
Marilyn Parks
178 him out even though, in my
opinion, Earl Weaver is the
H High Ind Game (MC)
best manager in the American
Kay Lax
237
Ethelene McCallon
226 League and maybe even in both
Faye Hurt
225 leagues."
"What about Frank RobinHigh Ind. Series (Sc)
Wanda Nance
514 son?"
Marilyn Parks
506
"I think he can be- a good
Faye Hurt
477
manager. I also think he has
several years left as a player
MURRAY /KY.
High Ind. Series (HC)
Faye Hurt
618 and I don't think it's fair to ask
Wanda Nance
616 a player to manage."
Mary Harris
595
Harry Dalton likes Frank
Three Convenient Locations . . .
High Averages
Robinson. He'd
even
like
Marilyn Parks
161 having him on his ballclub
as a
Wanda Nance
Main Branch
152
South Branch
but right now he's
Betty Riley
150 player
Betty Dixon
148 primarily concerned with get500 Main
12th & Story
Mildred Hodge
148 ting
a manager.
Kay Lax
142
Leta Norsworthy
Del Rice Mentioned
141
Barbara Alexander
141 Among candidates
mentioned for
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India-Pakistan war
could involve big powers

Don't make
season jolly
for thieves

CAPITAL TOUCH

New monetary system
expected for world

MONDAY-NOVEMBER 29, 1971
countries declare in advance
that they want them converted.
This would prevent a new
buildup of dollars.
He also urges the advancement of other national
currencies to a similar role
alongside the dollar, particularly the pound sterling

NEW I ORK (UPI) - It's
possibility of an even more
Better to take than to live, say
now has an embargo on further
All this in effect would
the burglaii of the and at
arms shipments to Pakistan, dangerous situation developing
replace the privileged U. S.
conthe
armed
are
time.
shopping
an
resistance,
Christmas
of
least
that
of
path
Russia and China are under no the chief weaknesses of the
creator
By JAMES CARY
the
between
free in- position as a national
If you're not careful some of
frontation
such restraints.
Woods system is as antithesis of the
Bretton
liquidity
of
world
sponsor
and
Service
News
Copley
those presents you tote in a
trade and capital
High-ranking Soviet officials Russians and Chinese.
•'adjustment" mechanism for ternational
a sufficient money
Moscow is committed to the shopping bag may wind up
movements that most nations (providing
imhave recently been in New
payments
correcting
supply with an assured flow of
- It is now
N
WASHINGTO
recently
the
tree
-only
someone
else's
having
under
and
are
but
want
cause,
they
India
say
Delhi to discuss India's further
internationally created
almost universally predicted balances.
burglar's. The thieves lift from
signed a Friendship and
great difficulty adjusting to.
military requirements.
In his words:
liquidity.
monetary
world
new
a
New
with
that
in
department
shopping bags
also can easily bring
Pakistan has dispatched Cooperation Treaty
"Countries have only three Controls
will emerge from the
a
system
but
buses.
on
nothing
bus
stops,
at
is
stores,
policies.
trade
that
an
protectionist
Delhi
HOPPED'UP
to
and
HIGHWAY
China
Romania
to
ships
can alter their
trade and financial crisis choices. . . they
Pickpockets find the hectic
ROME (UPI)-There must be
pick up cargoes of artillery veiled mutual defense pact.
this,
they
correcting
policies;
begin
domestic
To
general
caused by the new economic
China has cast its lot with shopping daze engulfing many
pieces, mortars, trucks and
exchange Bergsten suggests what he a log of cocaine mingled with
President Nixon im- can change their
ammunition for Chinese-built Pakistan, and pledged to Coppers much to their delight, policies
or they can attempt to calls the -monetization" of the dust of the Rome-Naples
rates;
15.
Aug.
of
posed
government
the
crowding,
too. With all
tanks and for light weapons support the
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By- ARTHUR C. MILLER
Copley News Service
HONG KONG - It's a war
that both Pakistan and India
say they want to avoid. It's a
war that the United States,
Russia and China have
provided the means for, in the
name of preventing it. Yet its a
war that everyone, including
the Pakistanis and Indians,
agree is inevitable.
The subcontinent of Asia
today is on the threshold of yet
another major conflagration
that can only have one result:
further poverty and misery for
the Indians i 557 million) and
Pakistanis (127 million).
Thousands on both sides,
civilians as well as military,
would be killed and maimed.
The looming conflict is bred
of the historical antipathy
between the Hindu Indians and
the Moslem Pakistanis, who
were divided and given
separate sovereignty,by the
departing British colonialists in
1947.
Conflict has been the keynote
of the relationship between the
two nations ever since their
founding.
and
This deep-seated
emotional hatred between the
two has been further compounded by the breakaway of
the eastern from the western
wing of Pakistan earlier this
year and by the consequent
flood of more than 9 million
refugees into India.
The refugees have fled East
Pakistan in the wake of a tough
military crackdown on the
rebels Though nominally in
control of East Pakistan, the
West Pakistani forces are daily
confronted with an ingetasingly effective guerrilla
are partly supphed and
&rected by Indian forces.
borders
the
Already
generating the two nations are
alive with heavily armed
aroops. And more arms and
knmunition have been pouring
Ito India from the Soviet
iruon and into Pakistan from,
onically, both the United
ates and China.
Although the United States
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We Can Smoke Your Country Hams,
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I.

We Carry a Full line of
FRESH BEEF AND PORK
s1.0(1
• COUNTRY HAMS
• WHOLE SIDES OF BACON ----45'
•SLICED BACON
60' t
50'

• COUNTRY STYLE BACK BONE-- 50'
Service Increase
•TENDERLOIN
Noted By Agency
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• NECK BONES
lb
• COUNTRY STYLE BULK SAUSAGE 6011b
• BEEF BY THE SIDE-

'74"

65`ib
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Trudeau's
policies
draw fire
By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service
OTTAWA — One of Canada's
provincial premiers is concerned that this country is
"disappearing behind the Iron
Curtain" but his fears are
deprecated by the federal
government.
Prenuer W. A. C. Bennett of
British Columbia is very
disturbed by the diplomatic
games Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau has been playing with
such Communist notables as
Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin
and Yugoslavia's President
Josip Broz ilto.
Bennett is well known for his
friendship with the United
States and his hostility to any
and all forms of socialism. He
is upset by Trudeau's "flirtations" with Premier Kosygin
and fears the prime minister is
attempting a major shift away
from Canada's traditional
closeness to the United States
The British Columbia leader
has launched
a counteroffensive against any
Trudeau plan to ease ties with
the United States and expand
them with the Soviet Union.
Bennett indeed demands a freetrade area between Canada
and the United States.
Bennett believes free trade
increase
greatly
would
prosperity in Canada and
would help to strengthen the
longstanding friendship between the two allies. He says
Canada's future is linked with
the United States and that talk
about this nation drawing much
closer to the Soviet Union is so
much nonsense.
Premier Bennett's observations came at a time when
there had been the extraordinary spectacle of the
Canadian House of Commons
engaging in a full-dress debate
on Canadian-American
relations.
The initiative in this
parliamentary battle was
taken by the Conservative
opposition party which bluntly
accused the Trudeau regime of
causing a deterioration of
relations between the United
ma
slates and Canada.
'During the dIscallblif Atte
suggestion was heard that
Trudeau wanted to make
himself a kind of North
American Tito. And the prime
minister was reminded — as he
entertained Kosygin in Ottawa
— of such hard realities as
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, the
Berlin Wall and Soviet naval
penetration
in
the
Mediterranean.
Conservative spokesman
Heath MacQuarrie lectured
Trudeau that 90 per cent of
Canadian foreign policy concerned the United States. He
warned that if Canada-U. S.
relations had fallen into confusion, disarray and jeopardy
under the Trudeau government, then Canada was in "a
very grave situation."
Members of all parties were
unhappy over the trade and
financial measures directed
against Canada by President
Nixon's economic policies. But
the Tory view was that the
situation had not been helped
by Prime Minister Trudeau's
new foreign affairs posture.
Because of its majority in the
House of Commons, the Liberal
government easily defeated the
Conservative
of
motion
criticism. Trudeau thus officially disposed of charges
that he was tending toward
anti-Americanism in the midst
of his new friendship with the
Russians.
But Premier Bennett, for
one, is not so easily put down.
He is angry with Trudeau and
can be a formidable foe when
Trudeau next goes looking for
votes in British Columbia.
EX-CONS' NEW ROLES?
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI)
—Some ex-convicts may become parole agents under
terms of a bill signed Friday by
Gov. Ronald Reagan.
The bill limits the job to exconvicts not convicted of a
capital crime, also, the person
must have been granted a full
and unconditional pardon.
LAND TRANSFER
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(UPI) --Grasslands which once,
held two American military'
reservations will be turned over
to the Puerto Rican government for parks, Presidentl
Nixon announced Friday.
The palm-dotted land, totalling 176 acres, covers federal
land near San Jan which once
held Forts Amexquito and
IVIascaro The land was valued
at $2.2 million

ROSE'S will be open each evening until
10 p.m. until Christmas

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 A.M.-10 P.M.
Monday-Saturday
12:30-6 P.M. Sunday

LADIES
JUMPER

* Priced Good Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, November 29-December 1 *

LADIES
100%
POLYESTER

• Plaid or ]my
Diamond print
•100% Acrylic

Ideal pant Tops,
lovely prints, bang sleeve,
two styles. Sizes 32-38

Regular
2.99

4.86

$288

Reg.
'4.57

COLOGNE

Reg.
2.50

65% Polyester,
35% Cotton.

Sizes

$699
— BOXED FOR GIFTS —

REMINGTON LB29
Up
P
ELECTRIC
RAZOR

Clos•, fast, comfortable
shay's at a low, low priced
Ono side shaves logs and
underarms, th. othor trims
wisoy stray heir.

4 Fl. Oz.

Distinctive fashion print
shirts with coordinated
tie. Shirt is easy care

399

LADY NORELCO
SHAVER

HOT PANTS

SETS

100% Acrylic
Long Sleeves
Pretty fashion colors
with contrasting
woven stripes.
2 Styles
Sizes 7-14

•2 Styles

Regular

SHIRT & TIE

SWEATER
DRESS

BLOUSES

Sizes 7-18
A REAL BUY!
I

MEN'S

For The Stylish
Young Miss A . .

"
11 1""""1

•Cord or Cordless
•Hideaway Trimmer

STYLING COMB
Drys and Styles

An ideal gift for the
woman 7ih your life!

Reg.

$

'9.97

$2 1 8to

1 97

MAGIC HOSTESS

The best friend a girl ever had!

ELECTRIC

SMARTY PANTS
EKCO STAINLESS STEEL

CAN

Smarty pants listens to questions
and answers back.
Even says -I love you mommy".

sew.

63-Pc. Service for 8
Has 7 Serving Pieces

OPENER
Avocado or
White

Reg. '12.84

Reg.
14.88

$ 1 176

TURNTABLE

Li

CANISTER
SET

A

e

Reg
233 '8.96

CHILD'S PHONOGRAPH

788

Magnetic Lid Lifter,
Handy Cord Storage
ELECTRIC
POPCORN

A

Reg. '2.99
No moi,
ut bulky, uneven
spore wasters. This compact turntable
design revolves smoothly on steel, bol
lbearing base Smarlty decorated to
add charm to any kitchen. Comes in
all popular Colors

Reg.
525.77

POPPER
•2 Quart Size
.See Thru Glass Lid

Reg.
'3.44

-

$292

.

al

BASKETBALL, GOAL,
NET, PUMP

$596

•Handy Carry Case
•4-Speed
solid State

-.------'-

8 LIGHT CANDOLIER
10" Tall Plastic Candles U.L. Approved

Reg.
52.99

MAGNUS
CHORD

$247
ORGAN
GAY NOTE
Anyone can be

r—

GIFT

Reg. '19.94

WRAP

musician on the
easy play Magnus

6 Rolk

$ 1688
8- TRACK STEREO
TAPE PLAYER
or Car or Home
• Built In Speakers

Reg.
'54.

80 sq.
CHRISTMAS TREE

$4992

Reg.
1.28

LIGHT SET
15 Satin Finish Bul5
See Thru Appearam

$1"

Organ-Legs
Bench and
Music Book

Lay-Away

96'

t

For Christmas!‘P

5
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BE A GOOD
SANTA

DISCOINT DRUG (TITERS

III
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Do your Christmas Shopping Early
while the supply and selection is
Great! Please use our Easy LayA-Way Plan today!

!!
III

III
III
III

IN
In
III
IN
S.
n
!I!
III

Christmas Assortment Boxes

S.

NI
III
!I!
III
III
III
!
!
I

(
elti(a rir!

REVLON
INTIMTE
SPRAY
Save
Now!

III

III

99'
Value

!
!
I
HI

III
III
III

Regular
5.50 Value

111

III

//2
INDOOR/OUTDOOR LIGHT SETS
50 INDEPENDENT MULTICOLOR LIGHTS
$4.99 Value

TABU
or
AMBUSH SPRAY
Your
'2"
Choice

hi
III

hi
NI
;II
SS

$315 VALUE

1 2 Price
Now /

49;

29.99 Retail

BAGS 0' BOWS
25 BOWS
89` Value

An Excellent
Buy for Christmas

NO tie

CHRISTMAS WRAPPING PAPER
6 ROLLS
REGULAR and FOIL

hi
Pt
P!
CHRISTMAS PRICED ii
AT A LOW
III
III

r!

IN

SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

NO iv

III
III
III

Instant Hairsetter and Conditioner

CLAIROL
POLAROID CAMERAS

SQUARE SHOOTER

LIGHTED
MIRROR

!ii
ii

PRICED
ESPECIALLY
FOR
CHRISTMAS
GIVING

Ill

III

U'

UI

LAA 2 Model

Regular
26.99 Value

III

-An&
NOW
$

1688

III

For
Lovlier Hair

hi
.!
1

••
Oa.

95
$19;
Value
NOW YOU

BIG SHOT

For Better Looks
,

CAN

TAKE YOUR OWN $
PORTRAITS!

114"

27.95
Value

Santa Suggusts A
SUNBEAM
Portable Hair Dryer
Model Number HD-100

All Types of FILM Colored
or Black & White No. 108
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REVIEW

America
disturbs
painter
I REMEMBER AMERICA;
by Eric Sloane; Funk & Wagills; 184 pages; $29.95.
Reviewed By
CHARLES OHL
Copley News Service
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Writer-painter Eric Sloane is
an angry old man.
He looks about him in
modern America and sees little
to like or admire.
He sees the land giving way
to shopping centers and used
car lots; once-lovely and quiet
country lanes to superhighways; the colorful weather
vane to the ugly television antenna; architecture of beauty
and permanence to glass and
steel boxes.
"What is needed is a national
revolution of indignation," says
Sloane in his book, "1 Remember America." "As free people
we have a powerful capacity
for righteous indignation, and
since the American Revolution,
it has never been more needed
than right now."
Church architecture especially depresses him.
"Few changes have saddened me more than the new
modernistic buildings which
have now begun to house the
church," he says. "They should
symbolize Christianity, yet I
have seen modern churches
that more resemble Carvel
stands, cement tents, world's
fair concessions, enlarged gas
stations, prisons, warehouses
and almost anything but the
standard design of the American church."
Our farms have been mechaniaed, and they have lost in
the process. •
"Those neatly tied squarish
packages of hay that the baler
drops off here and there across
our few remaining hayfields
wrap up a lot of beautiful
memories of American life into
Picasso-like symbols of mechanized farming," Sloane
says."Now there is no group of
farmers — only one loud
tractor. No laughter or singing,
-.naswitchelof molasses, water,
ginger and vinegar to drink,
nor horses and haywagons;
even scythes and pitchforks are
gone."
Even the old summer place
— with its icehouse and absence of electricity — has lost
its charm.
"The summer place today
has become a clifferentAlstablishment with a cellar, central
heat, electric light and all the
accoutrements of a year-round
house, but a real summer place
one time meant a complete
vacation from all mechanical
conveniences; it was a retreat
to nature, a period of rest and
meditation, a vacating from
the city world," writes Sloane.
Sloane, who began his career
half a century ago as an itinerant sign painter, illustrates his
point with plates of 37 oil paintings that evoke the image of an
America the way it used to be:
the marshes, stone barns, covered bridges, New England
churches,the woodshed and the
horse-drawn plow.
But Sloane sees what is happening in modern America as
more than a giving way of the
old to the new.
"The challenge for the survival of America is currently
much greater than it was when
our country began because now
we are confused millions instead of a dedicated few," he
writes. "Moderation, peace,
decency, freedom, discipline,
devotion to country, reverence
for God — almost everything on
which our nation was originally
founded, are suddenly on trial:
The real danger is that we
tolerate it.
"In the blind faith that their
truth will save them, we accept
and even encourage attacks on
our national heritage; we accept it as a temporary tantrum
and a cycle that will soon pass.
We frequently lean backwards
to the point of losing balance,
while components of our national heritage- disappear one
by one."
LYON, France (UPI) —
Burglars in the south of France
appear to have taken on the
spirit of the holiday season.
Police today said 5,000 bottles
of whiskey and 2,700 bottles of
champagne were stolen along
with two, trucks during the
weekend from a regional liquor
distributor.
In nearby Chamberry, 1,500
bottles of Pastis liqueur were
stolen from a distillery at about
the same time.
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Car imports bracing for tough competition
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
Before President Nixon imposed the price freeze and surcharge in August, the imports
were accounting for more than
21 per cent of all auto sales in
the United States. But by late
fall, the import share had
dropped to slightly over 11 per
cent in volume.
Although it is still too soon to
tell for certain, most import
manufacturers are bracing for
some tough competition in the
months ahead. For the first
SHRINE CLOWNS AT TELETHON..Several members of the time, the importers are going
Murray-Calloway County Shrine Club participated in the Telethon to have to offer something
at Paducah recently. On Saturday morning November 13 they other than low prices.
entertained the children at the clinic in Paducah from 1:00 to 3:00
"I've been in the auto busip.m. and on Sunday morning they visited the television station ness most of my life," says one
while the Telethon was in progress and stayed from 7:30 until Datsun salesman who prefers
noon. Those participating were Jack Thompson. Bruce Wilson, to remain anonymous, "and
Edsel Beak, Bill Moffett, Tom Van V actor and Richard Price.
I've never seen anything like
this. I got into the import field
because I knew it could go nowhere but up, but now I just
don't know.
"We've offered a quality
product all along, but most
people have been buying Datsuns and Toyotas and VVis because they were priced lower
than domestic cars. Now the
shoe is on the other foot."
NEW YORK (UPI) — Amid the mantle, awaiting the arrival
Besides the immediate efgently falling snowflakes, carol- of Santa.
fects of the price,freoze and %IL.
-Awapical American tableau?
ers croon "Silent Nigist."..11.—
port surcharge, me' noW
ond a wreathed window stands a 'rrite."But the whole setting strikes have hurt sales as well.
really
is
a
German
import.
brightly lit and festooned
"I get customers in here who
Christmas trees originated in
Christmas tree. A great log
have done some real soulblazes in the fireplace and Germany. The Yule log originat- searching about whether to buy
children's stockings hang from ed in Germany. Visits from an import or a domestic car,"
Santa combine two old German
customs. And the internation- points out the Datsun salesally favorite Christmas hymn, man. "Then I have to tell them
"Silent Night, Holy Night,'' was that all I have on the lot are a
written in Germany by a village couple of demos and that it will
priest and first published in be three weeks or a month until
I can fill their order for one.
Leipzig.
In ancient times, Dec. 25 They turn around and head for
marked the festival called Jul the Ford dealer down the street
who has 300 Pintos stacked up
(Yule),
celebrated by Germanic
By JOHN R1GOS
tribes to honor the sun god, on the back lot."
Diversification is one way the
ATHENS (UPI) — ft was Fryr. This was the winter
once a remote area known only solstice, the time of year when imports are fighting back.
to those intimate with ancient the sun was at its lowest point. Gone are the days when VW
Greek history or to admirers of
Jul ceremonies included the could make it by selling just the
Christian monastic life.
ornamentation of homes with Beetle.
Today, the Greek govern- evergreen boughs and the burnAnd Datsun dealers would be
ment sees it as Europe's Num- ing of special lop. In the 4th hard pressed if all they could'
ber One Vacationland, and century,,rder to super- offer the public was a four-door.
under its present five-year lan impose its own significance on sedan.
Halkidiki peninsula in northern the pagan festival,-the Christian
Today there are coupes, seGreece will be developed as church advanced its holiday, dans, wagons, sports
cars and
one of four major tourist zones. celebrating the birth of Christ, even light-duty
trucks — all
Halkidiki is in central Mace- from Jan.6(Epiphany) to Dec. aimed at the U.S.
consumer.
donia, protruding into the 25.
And the foreign auto makers,
Aegean Sea like a hand with
The Christmas tree tradition
once considered reserved in
only three fingers-Aladik two inaltrilla*shengtfamisserd
rry.nley-,(„. their product outlook, are now
years ago, because oflaek of ad, accoeding.Ii legend, by St.
sounding more like their compublic services, it was recom- Boruface, when he converted
petitors at GM or Ford as they
mended for visits only during the Germanic pagans in the
tout new models that seemingly
the summer.
fourth century. He dedicated a appear out of nowhere.
One of the "fingers", or
fir tree to the Christ Child, as a
Even Volkswagen, the graysub-peninsulas, bears the ridge substitute for the Sacred Oak of
suited conservative of the inof Mount Athos, where Byzan- Wotan.
dustry, stocks everything from
tine monasteries dating back to
Martin Luther, the German the ubiquitous Beetle on up to
the 9th century perch atop reformer, added candles to his
the luxurious (for VW at any
mountains; where, according to Christmas 4r — tannenbaum -rate) 411 sedan. And Fiat, once
the Law of Averton (trespass- in the early 16th century.
offering only a homely sedan,
ing),"Women, beardless youths Gilded apples and nuts
and
now tempts the palate with A
and any kind of female animals" colored streamers were later
rash of coupes and roadsters
are not allowed on the territory ornaments; During the 18th and
besides its bread-and-totter
to observe the remaining monks 19th centuries, the holiday
sedan lineup.
Spartan way of life.
tradition of a decorated,lighted
But the giant in model nux is
The rest of the area houses evergreen tree
gradually spread
Toyota, the No. 2 selling ima few agricultural communities outside Germany:
to England
port. With 19 models on the line,
growing figs, oranges, and look- with the
Mecklenburg wife of some Toyota salesmen have a
ing after their olive and—pine King{aorgeiW,andto
the New''hard time keeping track
trees.
Would with German immigrants. them all. It can be just as conIn antiquity, Halkidiki was
fusing for the customer.
For good kids
the home of the first demoToyota Product variety beFor German children, St.
cratic federation of states,
destroyed during the 4th cen- Nicholas' Day is Dec. 6, when a gins with the Corolla 1200 twotury B.C. by the first strong- tall, whitebearded figure, in a door sedan, priced at $2,060,
man to unite Greeks, Philip of sheepskin coat and crown or port of entry, runs through the
bishop's hat, goes from house to standard Corona and Mark II
Macedonia.
house to reward good children lines on up to a revamped,.
Keeps antiquity
with presents and punishing Crown series that starts at just
Despite the passing of time, those who have been naughty. under 83,900 POE. Toyota's
Halkidiki kept its agelessness, This is the origin of Santa claus. entry in the mini-supercar field
No other country in the
is the spritely Celica coupe,
solitude and natural brown,
with a sticker price of just un=
blue and green color contrasts, world: celebrates Christmas as
der 82,950.
all of which are still part of its Germany does. Its ancient
traditions, in which pagan and
"You need a company bromagnetism:
chure to figure out what's
For these reasons, plus the Christian rites are intermingled
what," complained legal secrearea's ideal weather conditions, can vary even between neightary Kathy Gilson as she
including a very temperate boring villages.
wandered through a Toyota
winter climate, the government
The Christmas season in dealership looking for a reis in the process of opening
up the peninsula to thousands Germany starts with Advent, placement for her tired 1965
of holidaymakers all the year which includes the four weeks VW. "When I bought, my Bug
immediately preceding Dec. 25. all I had to worry about was
round.
Already it has spent $20 Almost every home has its which color and if I wanted a
million building a MX) mile special Advent wreath, made of anyone on
that same night cars
highway network, where a fir branches interlaced with red
past.
ribbons.
It
holds
four
candles,
couple of years ago only dirt
On many German farms,
one of which is lighted' each
tracks existed.
before the candles arc lit on the
Electrification of the area, Sunday prior to Christmas Day.
Christmas tree, thr
which was barely serviced in
In homes among the Eifel
1967, will be complete by the hills, between the lower Moselle makes a special round of the
end of this year, and bull- and middle Rhine, a loaf of stable to pat every 4mw and
daztirs and cranes have begun bread is left on the sill of a horse, in remembrance 441 that
laying foundations for holiday window looking toward the day long ago when the Holy
aFamily
tforcohm
ail ap ony
nly
. an 44\ and an
playgrounds.
church. When eaten on ChristI Ifficials of the National mas Day, this bread is
supposed
In the Bavarian 1111,11Ilialnli,
Tourist Organization (EOT) to prevent or cure diseases. A
draw attention to the advantage candle is kept burning in one towards midnight on (,in-tunas
that Ilalkidiki is practically room of the house during Eve, peasants descend (lough
next door to Greece's second Christmas Eve, symbolizing the the deep snow from their lofty
largest city, Salonika, which arrival of the new light — farms, each with a tor. II or
has major airport facilities and originally the return of the sun, lantern to _guide his path.
makes a fantastic pattern as
which will eventually he ex- now the Savior.
(trn.hoiendsvneei grmany
(m)natssain.vy iagghrk gradually
panded to take the jumbo jet.
A chartered plane will fly
At Alsfeld in Hesse, townsin from Gexmany next April folk assemble around the creche
with the first tourists for the in the old market square to sing
In Berlin, the tradition of a
first modern holiday complex the Christ Child to sleep with Christmas Fair is more thall 150
to open in IlaJkidiki a bun- carols as lullabies. 44
years old. 'Currentl
galow grouping of 560 beds
presented on the Fair 14r444inds
offering a sand beach, sea
In the Black Forest, an extra in West Berlin.. This is a iast
sports, mini-golf and ball sports plate is laid at the table
on display with ,hooths and shop.
during the day, and plenty of Christmas eve, ready for Mary, selling every coneniveable kind
music and dancing in the even- wlio was not expected
by
ing.
folriirvat ma
re's men"'
tableaus.
ugrinlis am'

Average American
Christmas imported
from Germany

Ancient site
giving way g.
to tourism

This

rddiu Things have really
changed."
They have indeed. The recent
economic shake-up may be
only a hint of what is to come
for the imports. And they are
beginning to realize that they
are going to have to start pushing their product and offering
innovations
and
styling
changes as the U.S. auto
makers have been doing for
years if they are to remain
competitive.
As one import dealer put it:
"From now on it is going to
take more than good gas
nuleage to sell a car."

Q. I recently purchased a
motorcycle that had been in
storage for ten months. I asked
the seller if the bike had been
prepared for storage and he
said no. I haven't cranked it
over because I'm afraid I
might ruin the engine. Can you
give me some tips on what to do
before I try to start it up I read
your column every week. It's
the greatest. — ft. M., California
A. You've got guts buying a
cycle you've never lit up. Unless the bike has been left out in
the weather, it is probably in
pretty good shape internally. I
would suggest draining out the
crankcase, oil injection system
(if it's a two-stroker) and the
gas tank and refilling with top
quality, fluids. If there is a fuel
filter, pull it apart and clean
the screen or replace it. Pull
the spark plug and squirt an
ounce or so of light machine oil
into the cylinder. (Spray oils
are ideal for this. Replace the

FUEL STOP: If your car is
equipped with studded snow
tires, you'd better check local
laws if you plan to do any interstate traveling. A growing
number of states have banned
studs because studies show
they chew up the roadway.

spark plug and charge up the bility, not theirs Nobody
battery if there is one. Then around here can help me. I
crank the engine over slowly a hope you can. — G. B., Washcouple of times to coat the ington
cylinder walls with oil and to
see if there is any binding. Then
A. I'm afraid I can't be much
let the bike sit for a minute or help either. I don't know what
so. If all seems right, light her the exact policy is where you
uP.
took your car, but most car;
washes have signs up sayingt
they aren't responsible fee::
damages in such cases, par-.Q. What sort of an obligation Ocularly if the top is in poor.;
does a car wash outfit have to condition. But if you really feel:.
repair a car that was damaged it is their fault, I would suggest •
while being washed? I have a first getting a realistic esti1958 Chevrolet Impala con- mate of what it will cost to revertible and I took it to a new pair the damages and present
car wash in my neighborhood. them with the bill. If that fails,.
When they ran the car you might consider taking
through the big roller brushes them to small claims court.
ripped the top and the job was Good luck.
finished off by the huge blowers
at the end of the line. The result
Do you have a question about
was a ripped top, flooded in- your car, motorcycle or recterior and ruined carpeting. reational vehicle? If so, drop a.
The car wash people said they line to: MOTORWAYS, Copley.:
were sorry, but that the top was News Service, P.O. Box 190,
old and it was my responsi- San Diego, Calif. 92112.
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PHONOGRAPH
with 2 speakers
Model No. P350
Big K's Keg. $59.88
with coupon
$2997

CANISTER SET
Big K's Reg. I6.44 $300
with
only
coupon

Void after Dec 5

Void after Dec. 5

VALUABLE

kY COUPON

Scott or Viva

PAPER TOWELS

only t to sell
Kodak Mr Fun Set

Big K's Reg. 44 cents
with coupon

MOVIE CAMERA
Big K's Reg. 828.88
With coupon only

9977

Void after Dec. 5
•

Void after Dec 5

4(1
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Sweetheart Dishwashing

DETERGENT

For children

12 Oz Bottle
Big K's Reg 13 cents $4/S 1 00
with coupon

LOLLI CLOCKS
Big K's Reg. $12.88
with coupon

$6
44

Void alter Dec $

Void after Dec 5

VALUABLE

COUPON

VALUABLE

COUPON

Dodl Electric

Model 49-1214

HAIR

DRYER
Big K's Reg. $5.27 $39
7
with coupon only

Maid Rite

ELECTRIC MIXER
with stand and r*Iv+
Big K's Reg. $7.97
$500
with coupon

Void after Dec 5

Void after Dec 5

COUPON

VALUABLE

Face West

Model No. 9000

MAKE-UP MIRROR

Galaxy

CANDer OPENER
with Knife sha
Harvest Gold

3/9°°

Big K's Reg. $7.18
with coupon

only 6 to sell

Big K's Reg. Sl0.0
with coupon

$500

Void after Dec 5

$444

t4)
Void after Dec. 5

VALUABLE

ILIZAkta

'KU Zol

COUPON

STEREO with "Peakerg
PHONOGRAPH
AM—FM Radio Big K's Reg. 9119.88
Model P-5739
with coupon only
566"/

craig Cassette

TAPE RECORDER

1 only G.F

Fi)

Big K's Reg. $31.88
$ 1 544
only I to sell
with coupon only

Void after Dec S

1-6 Sunday
9-9 Weekdays

Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-8777
Acres of Free Parking!

Model 2802
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Ousted Greek premier is shadowed by police

CAPITAL IDEAS

This man is Panayotis
Kanellopoulos, 69-year-old foe
of Papadopoulos and the prime
minister who was ousted when
the army* colonels staged a
coup to seize control of the
government on April 21, 1967.
Interviewed in his corn-

Overseas broadcasters
don't fear cutbacks

government uf Prime Minister
George Papadopoulos. One
prominent and respected
Greek,however,does not share
Agnew's evaluation and he
states his opposition publicly
and in strong terms — at some
risk

By JOHN PINICERMAN
Copley News Service
ATHENS — When Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew
visited Athens recently, he had
high praise for the junta

*

fartable apartment in one of the
better areas of Athens,
Kanellopoulos said, "I've been
arrested twice in the last 44.2
years but I will continue to
work toward returning Greece
as soon as possible to the
democratic institutions and

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday Evening *
Cu 5 -'
WLAC
6:30 Dead Alive
7:00 Gunsmoke
100 Lucy
6,30 Doris Day
9:00 3 Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News
10.30 Movie

CH. 4

CH. 3
VISM
Ls
1
5 0WNSelw
S:30 News
30
News
600
COO Cactus Pete
6:30 T.B.A.
6:25 Weather
B.oGy rieaham
00 M
8
7:00
630 Sherman
Prof.
7:00 Nan. &
10:00 News
7:30 Blackman
10:30 Tonight
8:00 Football
11:00 News
11:30 Judd
12:30 News
...

CH. 0
WSIX
5:30 News
686:::00030
0 A6ANnFodvL
yieGrif

CH. 6
WPSD
_5:30 News
6:00 News
6:10 G. Acres
7:00 Laugh-In
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

11:00 News
11:30 Movie

___
.

CH. 12
KFVS
5:10 News
Coy News
):31) Dr. Locke
7:00 Gunsmoke
8:00 Lucy
8:30 Doris Day
9:00 My 3 Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News
10:30 Griffin

:

CH. 29
WDXR
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creel. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday

8 30 Lalanne
9 00 The Hour
1 0:00 USDA .
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
'2:00 My Child.
12:10 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1.30 Dating
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Cluth Car.
5:30 News
6 : 00 Cactus
6:30 Sots. Chal
7:00 Special '
Father
7 30 Ed .
Fam.
8 00 Smith
8,30 Shirley
9:00 Man-City
10:00 Weather
10 : 30 Cavett
:2:00 News

6:00 Mor.
7:00 Today
,9:00 Dinah
1:30 Concert
10:00 Sale-Cen.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 WWW
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 An. World
230 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Mayberry
5:2S Wea.•Spts.
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Ironside
'
39 Sar9e
7
11:00 Fun Side
1:30 Chan.
50:00 News
18:30 Tonight

5:45 Journal
7:00 Today
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah
AM
6:30 N'Ville
9:30 Concent
Korn.
7:55 Kitc,
10:00 Sale Cen.
0:00 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
9150 Tell-Truth
1100 Jeopardy
9:30 T or C
11:30 W-W-W
10:00 Fam. Affair
11:55 News
10:30 Love of Life
12:00 News
12:15 Pastor
1 7 100 Heart Is
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp.
1200 Singing Con.
12:55 Calendar
12:25 News
1:00 Lives
12:30 World Turns
1:30 Doctors
1:00 Love Is
2:00 World
1:30 Guiding Light
2:30 Promise
2:00 Secret Storm
3:00 Somerset
1:30 Popeye
2:30 Edge of Night
Pyle -4:00 Gilligan
3:00 Gomer
4:30 Dan Boone
3:30 Gilligan
4:00 Movie
5:30 News
1:25 News
6:00 News
6:00 News
CIA Ironside
7:30 Sarge
6:30 Campbell
5-0 8:30 Funny Side
7:30 Hawaii
Cannon
9:30 Dragnet
8:30
10:00 News
1:30 WLAC-TV
10:30 Tonight
10:00 News
Movie
_ 111:30
_

6:30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo
8:30 Romper
1:00 Lucy
1:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Moe Game
10:30 That Girl
11:30
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Flipper
12:00 My Child
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
2:30 One Life
,1:00 Password
3:30 Love Am.
4:00 Jeannie
4:30 Green Acres
5:00 News
5:3 News
6:00 Andy Grit
6:30 Mod Sq
7:30 Movie
1:00 Welby, M D
10:00 Takes Thiel
11:00 News
_11:30 Cave?

6:00 Sun. Sem.
4.30 Break. Show
700 News
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love-Lift
11:00 Where Heart
•
11:25 News
11:30 Search
Pic.
12:00 Farm
12:05 News
12:20 Weather
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love
Many
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Sec. Storm
2:30 Edge-Night
3:00 Lassie
4:00 Virginian
5.30 News
6: 30 Campbell 5-0
7:30 Hawaii
8:30 Cannon
9:30 Al Onoffill
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin
News
12:00 Late

PEANUTS
EgISIM/iF mOt./ REAL.1.4
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7:27 News
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1:35 Weather
1:40 News
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traaitivo. 'J141 in the past have
made this country one of the
great nations of the world."
Kanellopoulos is
philosophical one moment and
Speaks tough, though not in
anger. the next moment when
he talks about the present
regime. -They follow me
everywhere. ' he said. "Did
you see that black car parked
across the street? They're
police and they're there all the
time. And, they will be
watching you, too."
Indeed they did watch me. As
I stepped from a car to enter
the apartment building one of
Papadopoulos' secret
policemen took my picture.
When I came out 90 minutes
later, one jumped from the
"black car" and rushed up to
the side of my car (the picture,
taken at dusk, would be
generally unsatisfactory) to
get a good look at me. Then he
and his partner followed me by
car back to my hotel. This is the
type of surveillance that
Kanellopoulos gets. It also
includes regular phone tapping.
The ex-prime minister seems
as/lively and alert as when I
last interviewed hir* in 1954,
when he was defense minister.
More or less living a life of selfimposed exile within the limits
of Athens, he is spending his
time writing books — on
philosophy, histoty and
eVer," he said, "my
3136
"flow
l°gY
occupation still is politics and if
they arrest me again I'll speak
out again as soon as I am free."
Arrest, in his case, is more
likely these days to be house
arrest, whidi would halt his
daily trip to another combined
home and office in the suburbs
of Kifisia where he does his
writing.
The only other ventures
outside his apartment are to
attend funerals, visit his
mother and to call on old
friends of his conservativeoriented National Radical
Union political party. The
police follow him on these auto
trips.
Greek
a
I
asked
newspaperman who has been a
friend for many years why the
regime, with its martial law,
found it necessary to keep such
a close touch on a man who is
bitter but seems harmless
enough insofar as a threat to
Papadopoulos is concerned.
"They live a life of fear," my
friend said. "They're afraid he
might have some part in a coup
attempt." A coup against the
tight
organization
Papadopoulos controls would
seem impossible.
Kanellopoulos and 173 other
former deputies in the Greek
government issued a public
statement during Agnew's
recent visit here denouncing, in
effect, U. S. support of the
current regime which, the
signers said "does not derive
from the free will of the
people."
Asked about risk in this,
,Kanellopoulos puffed on one of
several cigarettes he smoked in
rapid succession, scanned the
book-lined wall of his den and
said. "In the last V-, years they
have avoided the arrest of
leaders who are well known
abroad although many others
are in jail. Neither could they
arrest all 174 of us, especially
while Agnew was here.
"In a few weeks, who knows?
If jam arrested, I will return to
action as soon as released; that
t)P-ulos doubts any
ism
Kaynetoo
Papadopoulos intention to give
the people free elections. "It is
impossible for a totalitarian
regime to transform itself to a
democracy," he said. "This
(the professed plans of the
prime minister) is a contradiction in itself. With those
in power now, there is no
chance of liberalization, no
g
precedentfor it
What would bring change?
"Another coup. is one
possibility," he said. He said he
favors one of two approaches to
Opa new government if the
pot:tiuniwoutyldevf7vorcoma tres.
ansitory
the
before
government
politicians take over," he said.
"It is hard to know who would
be best as a leader). The two
big parties ( his and the Center
Union Party) would support a
transitory government. If that
is impossible *e could form one
a
leaans
d istj
ucc
ch"
agr
itt:Ittotr
rse
ouiIved shew
m1Y
government? "I ,cannot anticipate. I'm ready to do my
duty, depending on the drciunstances." Realistically, it
is unlikely Kanellopoulos would
be selected for such a task. His
age, the lark of success of his
1967 government and several
opo
e against
papadar
other factors
The Papadopoulos
apparently feeLs that he Is
somewhat of a danger because

n, 1971

By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The shadow world of Voice of America,
Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty these days is like the
eye of a hurricane.
While controversy swirls
around traditional tenets of
American foreign policy, these
basic information arms appear
calm and confident about their
future.
"If we were to stop broadcasting tomorrow," said one
VOA executive, "it would be a
disastrous signal to the Communists and to our allies. No
other single action could do
more to undermine the credibility of the United States or the
position of President Nixon in
his upcoming summit meetings
in Moscow and Peking."
This link with basic U.S.
policy, he said, is appreciated
by a majority of the House and
Senate, including men from
both parties who serve on the
Senate Foreign Relations and
House Foreign Policy committees.
Chairman J. William Fulbright, D-Ark., of the Senate
committee, he said, does not
speak for a majority in Congress when he proposes sharp
cutbacks in VOA or questions
the legitimacy of Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty —
two operations hitherto supported largely from public
donations and secret Central
Intelligence Agency funds.
Radio Free Europe and
Radio Liberty, he acknowledged, might not muster as
many votes as Voice of America in congressional roll calls,
but he added: "I think the need
is well understood. They are effective.
"There are no Fulbrights in
Peking suggesting that Radio
Peking halt its English-language broadcasts just because
the Red Chinese have been admitted to the United Nations, or
because President Nixon is going to meet Chou En-lai," he
said.
"On the contrary, if anything, Radio Peking's attacks
on the United States have intensified since the Nixon trip
was announced."
Congress appropriated $44.7
million for Voice of America
operations. The agency emploYs about 1,900 persons in its
programming and engineering
sections. It broadcasts in 35
languages and surveys indicate
it reaches 50 million people,
Eye tip
HARTFORD,Conn.(UPI)4
Glaucoma is the nemesis of
elderly persons, says.Dr. A.E.H.
Knox, medical direator of the
Hartford Insurance Group.
"It-is- Mont
the
over-40 age group and strikes
10 per cent of the population
with a family history of this
disease,- he said. The best way
to be sure one is not becoming
a victim of the sight-robbing
disease: have an eye examination every two years after the
age of 40. The glaucoma test is
available at many clinics. The
Society for the Prevention of
Blindness, in some areas, arranges such tests through Senior
Citizens Clubs.
According to Artemas Ward,
compiler (4 The Encyclopedia
of Food,first published in 1882.
"pure cocoa, when ready for
the market, is a rich reddish
color, commonly known among,
artists as cacao-red."
it recently issued a compilation
of what it called his bad record
of the 1960s for use by newsmen
here and abroad. It quotes him
as speaking of terroristic activities throughout Greece —
activities Papadopoulos claims
he crushed, with resulting
tranquillity throughout ttwo,i
country — and of problerhs
previous govertvnents could
not solve.
Despite any subtle hints for
him to quiet down, however,
Kanellopoulos continues to
speak Mt. On Agnew's visit,
widely hailed as tremendously
successful, he said:
"I don't know whether
anything useful or harmful will
result but I doubt if any good
comes to the Greek people with
the present regime in power.
"But, this is the cradle of
democracy and despite my
situation I believe that as al
Greek citizen I know that a free
Greek is free even under
Papadopoulos and despite
evtiry danger this brings."
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•
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aged 14 or older.
by our friends — including
Radio Free Europe's budget those in Communist lands
is put at $25 minim; Radio and miscalculations by uui
Liberty at $11 million. Radio enemies."
Liberty concentrates on multilanguage broadcasts to the
Soviet Union. EWE, beamed at
the USSR and the . satellite
states in Eastern Europe, also
maintains an elaborate research organization at its English garden headquarters in
Munich.
EWE officials consider their
By ROBERT CR ABBE
greatest threat lies in Bonn, not
TOKYO(UPI) — Is Commuin Washington.
nist China embarking on a new
The West German governkind of cultural revolution by
ment has been under increasdressing women in feminine
ing pressure from Moscow and
clothes?
Warsaw to revoke the permits
The suggestion that Chinese
that permit RFE and Radio
women may be shedding the
Liberty to operate from
drab slacks that have been their
Munich.
hallmark since the 1949 revo"We understand they are
lution came in two news picstepping up their demands on
tures from China received in
Chancellor ( Willy) Brandt,"
Tokyo.
said one.
Both showed Chinese womIn testimony before a House
en dressed for festive occasions
subcommittee last month,
in skirts and blouses, the first
Deputy Director Henry Loomis
pictures of. the type seen in
of the U.S. Information Agency
Japan in several years.
said international radio compe• One'ofthe two photographs
tition is mushrooww..
was
printed in Jimin
Total internatiTtial broad(Petiplesi Star), newspaper of a
casting jumped 70 per cent benew Communist party spontween 1960 and 1965, he said,
sored in Japan by the Chinese,
and has continued to grow.
a party at odds with the regular
"In 1960, Communist counJapanese Communist party.
tries broadcast 3,200 hours per
The picture accompanied a
week; the VOA 600. Currently
story about a visit by Masayoshi
the Communists broadcast
Fukuda, head of the Chinese6,800 hours per week — more
backed splinter party, to an oil
than double — and VOA broadrefinery complex near Peking.
casts 780 hours per week," he
The real eyecatchers, howsaid.
ever, were the women employes
Loomis said an increasing
of the refinery who were sent
number of nations is trying to
out to greet him. All wore
disrupt or censor broadcasts
bright colored print skirts and
from abroad.
white blouses. The skirts were
A new Voice of America
full and didn't do much for the
facility is being built in Greece
figures of the wearers,and most
to help penetrate jamming and
of them had hemlines well beinterference in the Soviet bloc.
low the knees.
The VOA executive disclosed
Most of the women wore
that a special recruiting drive
flat, Western type shoes with
has been undertaken to find
a single strap over the instep.
qualified Chinese-language anThey had white anklets rather
nouncers and programmers.. than Western stockings. The
"Once we have them
majority wore their hair in
aboard," he said, "we will detwin braids.
cide whether to increase our
Played down
service to the Chinese mainThe
Communists
have
VOA currently broadcasts 12".
played down pie feminine myshours a day to China. It beams
tique' in China, except for the
16 hours of broadcasts daily to
lavishly dressed women who
the Soviet Union, using Rus- appear in some old Chinese
sian, Georgian, Armenian and
operas.
Ukrainian announcers.
Japanese travelers in Peking
Fulbright has argued that
usually report seeing women
American broadcast activities
exclusively in slacks, with no
are losing their importance as
cosmetics. Public spooning by
national policy shifts away
lovers is out, and even those on
from the confrontation atmobenches in public parks seem to
sphere of the cold war toward
sit at least a foot apart.
one of detente and coexistence.
Tokyo got one of its few
'Ill anything," says the VOA
looks at Chinese women after
ecutive, "our programming
the revolution in 1963 when
ev more important in this
a small number accompanied a
ne
osphere. When open
Chinese delegation to Gensui•
ho •ti ty is the rule, the issues
kyo, Japan's leading ban-theare clear-cut. In this new era of
bomb organization. They were
negotiation, political climates
dressed in skirts with the hem
become very confusing. VOA
about halfway between the knee
serves to put-dings-1v perspec- an the ancle. The skirit7i—
nul
tive on other nations, especial- slits a few inches long extending
ly, for example, in Eastern
up from the hems.
A large delegation of women
we'canceled broadcasts
ping pong players came to
to Eastern Europe, as Sen. Ful- Japan from Peking this spring
bright would have us do, for the world table tennis chamlisteners would immediately
pionships in Nagoya.
interpret this as an American
However, it was not certain
retreat to the Yalta days.
what they, wore when they
"The American position
weren't playing table tennis.
must be crystal clear. We canIn public, they always apnot afford Misinterpretations
peared in gym suits.
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CRAFT HOUSE

We will be open 'til 6 on Fridays until Christmas.
Needlepoint Class...Tues., Nov. 30th 1 p.m.-3 p.m. Candlemaking demonstrations Wed. Dec. 1 lp.m.-3 p.m. Plaster
molding Class Thurs. Dec. 2,10 a.m.-12 p.m. Decoupage Class
Tues. Dec. 7.1 p.m.-3 p.m..
New shipment of candlemaking supplies has arrived
Stenic acid is here. Candle moulding plaster molds art
arriving daily.
Come in and sign up tor lessons

NEW TWO bedroom, all electric
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- trailer. Has carpet throughout.
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM Located on private lot. Phone 492. Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- 9785.
N29C
-- TFC
mington, Kentucky.
apartFURNISHED
NEW
ment, built-in kitchen, dining
.S. Prime
area, living-room,one bedroom,
three closets, bath and hall.
Carpeted throughout. Nicely
furnished. Adjoins college. All
TFC
private. Phone 753-8648.

SIRLOIN SPECIAL

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and

Pest Control

Miura* $10.00 a rick. Black
locust fence posts, $.50 each. Few
weet potatoes, $2.00 per bushel
Phone J.C. Russell, 4362149;
N29C
EXECUTIVE TYPE office desk,
walnut grained finish with swivel
chair with leather seat. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-8997 after
N30C

100 S 13th Street
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20
Licensed by State of Kentucky
v Member Chamber of Commerce

NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wao
to wall carpet with central heat
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
!753-7850.
TFC
1-BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, FOR ALL,our home additions,
UNFURNISHED HOUSE with
gravel, fill dirt and alterations, remodeling, etc. REGISTERED DUROC boar, 14
one kingsize bedroom, bath and also bank
months old, about 300 lbs. Phone
Hardin 354-8569 or Free Estimates. Phone 753Phone
,topsoil.
utility in Kirksey. $40.00 per
753-8966.
N30C
6123.
TFC
D7C
p.m.
6:00
after
354-8161
MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low month. Phone 489-2553.
N30C
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent
claim service. When you see the TWO BEDROOM mobile home.
1969 EL CAMINO, custom,
don't think of Insurance, but A nice quiet beautiful place to
automatic, power and air. Phone
when you think of Insurance see live, one mile from city limits.
753-7426 after 5:00 p.m.
N30C
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway Phone 753-5109.
DIP
Insurance and Real Estate
SEVEN ROOM house in Hazel.
Agency. Phone 753-5842.
D2C TWO BEDROOM brick duplex.
t Electric heat, air conditioned,
Nice garden space, bath, gas
LOUISVILLE, KY.
Ph 637-2778
furnace, redecorated. $5,500.00.
LADIES!! WHAT is Santa giving range furnished. Available now.
Fuel oil heater, $15.00. Metal
you for christmas? He can't $100.00 per month. Phone 753MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
cabinets and sink, $10.00. Phone
D3C
bring you a new figure, but 6931.
D4C
492-8310.
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
Shapemakers can. Call 753FURNISHED
APARTMENT;
D30C
2962.
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
CLOCK.
GRANDFATHER
living room, bedroom, bath and
kitchen, private entrance and
English walnut, lovely painted
driveway. All utilities furnished.
dial Needs cleaning and adjustment. First $180.00. Phone
Phone 753-5619 after 5:00 p.m.
Biscuit
CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
N30C
Maintenance, Ceidwater. Phone
753-7683 after 5:00 p.m.
25 rents each or 4-89 cents MOP
N3OP WANT TO BUY; logs and
489-2295.
TWO BEDROOM duplex with
standing timber Also have for
100 8-TRACK
stove, refrigerator, air con- BACKHOE OR dozer services. sale lumber and sawdust.
ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.130 Expert work. Reasonable. Phone Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. '
TAPES
- '2.95 ea.
CLOSING, DECEMBER 4.
per month, with 150.00 deposit. 753-9807.
TFC Phone 753-4147.
TEC,
Five years ago we opened the
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Phone 753-5792.
DlOC
Shoemaker Livestock business
SEPTIC
TANK
cleaning,
be
but due to physical conditions we
Dixieland Shopping Center
TWO BEDROOM upstairs hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753,are going out of business but want
1989 VOLKSWAGEN, 14,000
apartment with large living room 5933.
TFC miles,like new. See at 1668 Ryan NO REGRET, the best yet; Blue
to express our thanks and apand kitchen area, large closets,
preciation to our friends and
Ave.
N30C Lustre
cleans
carpets
furnished or unfurnished. Private
customers for making it a little
INTERIOR PAINTING and wall
beautifully. Rent new electric
entrance.
Located
at
1002
Walnut
bigger each year and for that we
papering. Phone 753-3163, ask for
1965 PONTIAC 'FOUR door shampooer $1. Western Auto,
Street. Phone 753-5450, if no
Bill.
are very grateful. It has been a answer phone 753-3242
N3OP hardtop, power steering, power Home of the "Wishing Well." D1C
between
pleasure doing business with you.
brakes, factory air. Excellent
8:00 a.m. and 8:00p.m.
N30C
We want you to know that we
tires. Good condition. Phone 753needed your hogs, but getting to
D2C STURDY SCHOOL chairs with
4445.
know and associate with you
writing arm; excellent for teenmeant more to us than your hogs.
!gem,grade school.T.Y._room or
We hope each of you can come by TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
telephone bench. Painted $7.50
and see us whether you have apartment with stove and drapes. 12x50 FULLY CARPETED, SHOW CASE, a real antique. each, or plain, $5.00 each. 409
hogs or not.
Ceramic tile bath. Available $3250.00. Lots of real nice quality About seven feet long, glass all North 10th Street, phone 753Again
we say thanks for January 1. Phone 753-7457. D4C mobile homes on lot. Special 1972 around the front, sides and top. 8062.
D4C
everything you have done for us
three bedroom double wide, only Closed in back with sliding
and wish each of you happiness
96995. Financing available on lot. wooden doors. Best offer See at LOST bright carpet
colorand prosperity in the future.
We trade for anything of value. Ledger and Times. Also have
s...restore them with Blue
Business will still be open SMALL FARM: good location: Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 South four modern display islands
under new management.
business or future investnient. Beltine Highway, Paducah, made of metal in green abd white Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
One
mile East Murray, ap-• Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D3C r.itti adjustable shelves. N3ONC $1. Murray Home & Auto
Shoemaker Livestock Co. N30C
Store.
D4C
proximately 10 acres pasture

Kirksey 4-H Club members include, back row, left to right, Larry Darnell, Eva Hester, Debbie
DeMarco,Teresa Hale. Rhonda Darnell, Jane Greer, Timmy Beane; front row, James Bibb, Angela
Manning, Susan Anderson, Paula ('avitt, Tamie Blakely, Tammie Crouse, Laura Lee Fones. and.,
Sharon Boggess.

- DIRECT SERVICE

TRIANGLE INN

BLUE MARLIN
CLUB
Wed. Night

og wire fencing, stables, water
Cozy older 7room house, modern
For appointment call 4362173.
TFC

/
2
THREE BEDROOM brick, 11
baths, carpeted throughout
Carport and fenced in back yard.
Financing available to right
'party. Phone 753-4516 after 5:00
WANTED: LADY to babysit in p.m.
D1C
my home daily from 11:00 a.m.
till 4:00 p.m. Phone 753-7931. N30C

den loved
Pus

1953 FORD PICKUP truck, good
condition. One Winchester 12
gauge automatic shotgun, ribbed
28'• modified barrel. Been shot
four times. One pair Beagle dogs,
trained and ready to run. Phone
753-1777 days or 753-5175 nights or
see Rudy Bailey at Rudy's Body
Shop
N29C

Protect Your Home!
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

THE MEN-SAY-SHUN,
8-12
r/ 2 -Itp

avor of
of Latvian
encv
set's curved
dung
yIonian

E HUNDRED head feeder
.s. 50 lbs. and up. $10.00 and up.
rtiune 753-6940.
N29C

FULL OR part time openings for
ladies. Enjoy excellent earnings
in time for Christmas. For interview appointment phone 753N30C
1711 after 4:00p.m.

Aluminum
Plates
23-1/16X35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing around
bottom of mobile homes
to keep out the wind
and snow, and for many
other uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

SPECIAL PRICE on AKC Toy
Poodle puppies. Some rare ones,
black and white, one white. Seven
weeks old. Dewormed. Price only
469 a.fter 6:00 YOU saved and slaved for wall to
.
$55.00. Phone /531
P.m.
DICll carpet. Keep it new with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug
litter. Phone 753-4647.
N30C Store.
D4C

Members of Kirksey 4-H Club include back row, left to right, Ralph Reeves, Teresa Garland,
Natalie Newsome, Margaret Mc-cation. Stephanie Wyatt, second row, Patti Reeves, Sherry
Lawrence, Connie Smith, Mike Watson, Keith Covey, first row, Ricky Miller, Kim Black, Debbie
Blakely, Gall Tucker, Dawn Sledd, and Teresa McKinney.

Club members of the Kirksey 4-H Group also include, back row, left to right, Martha N1cCallon.
Melanie Norwood, Nada Frazier, Debra Tucker, Sandra Stark, Jo Beth Norwood. second row.
Terry Boggess, Marie Armstrong, Kathy Black, bottom row, Suzanne Smith. Jimmy Hale, Terry
Sledd, Belinda Smith, Kim Smith, Darrell Beane. and Donald Greer.

Finland IFYE Student To Speak At Meet
Kirksey 4-H Club, Monday, December 6

BELTONE FACTORY fresh
3 Bedroom brick, newly
POP, CLASSICAL & Country hearing aid batteries for all make
decorated, new wall to wall
records. Regularly 24.00 to PIO hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. D1C
carpet, full basement, 1 1,
album, $2.00 each. Singles $.50
Kathy Wilborne of Todd
in
shower
baths, also
N29C HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue County, Ky., International
each. Phone 753-4908.
Farm
from
blocks
basement,
2
IMAGINE A NEW YEAR WITH
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's Youth Exchange student, will be
block
liz
square,
court
NO BILLS! Selling for Christmas
MARLETTE, t"two super! Rent electric shampooer the guest speaker at the next
10':55'
from Austin School and
now -beautifully designed and
room trailer. Fully carpeted, $1. Big K.
D4C
Hospital.
packaged AVON products. Call
D7C
call 753-5226.
now after 7 p.m. collect 365-9424
THREE SIZES of mouldifig for
or write Mrs. Janet Kunick,
Call at
picutre frames. Murray Lumber
Manager, Rt. 2 Box 136A PrinCompany.
TTC
.1 IN I )41 /N (UPI)
Britain,
DX HOUSE IN Hazel, six rooms and
ceton,KYwhich sw OteloTal Ii, oivcimal
porch
back
porch,
screened
bath,
103 N. 4th St.
last Filartiar , will
f't wit iiigv
TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight or made into large utility room. Set
strike 141111V4Ilir seiS 111 the idol
Murray,
Ky.
Semi) Experience helpful but not up for washer and dryer. Large
ls shillings-pence coins h.r
necessary. Can earn extremely garden Also three room apart!while sale, the Muse of Comhigh pay after short training, for ment. On city water and 10'x541'
mons wil4 ill ft wmed 11,‘ Terence
COLONIAL MOBILE
local and over-the-road hauling. sewerage. If interested Phone home,
the
at
1964, fully furnished with
Write: Nation Wide Semi 492-8347.
lit-Treagoor .
N30C washer and dryer,
Clean,
exThe
Division, 171 New Circle Road,
ill • I comiiiiion
cellent condition. Phone 474it WI11114
cuto•
N.E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505 NEW TWO bedroom duplex
=20.
D3C
lain rigid pie4.4,Irmil die halfor call 606-299-6912.
D1C apartment, central heat and air,
penny 444 dm ball crown and
wall to wall carpeting. Low down
HARDY AZALEAS
will be sold li mail tinier: Hig,payment with assumable loan. CHICKENS, DUCKS, Bantams,
gins said. Sale lova. as.,,. to -(ini
Pigeons, fancy and old time
11.50
753-2381
or
Phone
753-1585.
D1C
TWO REDBONE Coon Hounds,
Atttrti) as liii Arrangement- I.
favorites. Large selection
Shirley
lost in Irvin Cobb and Pottertown LOT IN Kingswood Subdivision, Hubert
Amerieatt Ebiii et)11eriOrs met
Alexander, 3 miles south
Center Garden
phone
found
If
community.
Road
or will trade for anything. Phone Sedalia, 328-8563.
hiritisy ists to lie atm.m'ttced
•
N.
4th
N79P
SOO
D2C 7534516 after 5:00p.m.
474-2382.
lati.r.
DIC

25' each

Ledger & Times

Britain to mint
souvenir coins

to be held on Monday,
Mrs. N. L. Frazier, and Mrs. W
December 6, after the close ot Waburn Wyatt. Other junior
school.
leaders are Dianne Harrison,
Miss Wilborne visited in Patsy Burkeen, and Renee Sledd.
Finland as IFYE student and she
Members who are not included
will show slides and talk about in the three pictures are Sharon
her visit.
Boggess, Deirdra Brasher, Mark
Plans will also be discussed by Free, Chuck Harrison, Jerry
the group for the radiation Rule, Kerry Todd, Keith Todd,
projects and officers, elected at Ronnie Wilson, Charles Coleman,
the November meeting, will be Penny Trembley, Ricky Overby,
installed as follows:
Dale Swift, Laura Trembley,
Sandra Stark, president; Terry Wyatt, William Cashion,
Donald Greer, vice-president; Jerry Tucker, and Kerry Wyatt.
Jimmy Hale, secretary; Kathy
Black, treasurer; Nada Frazier, RONDON VS BAIRDD
representative; Dawn Sledd, CLEVELAND (UPI)
song leader; Jerry Tucker, cente Rondon of Venezuela will
his • World
recreation leader; Kerry Wyatt, defend
Boxing
Association lightweight chamdevotional leader.
Leaders present at the first pionship against Doyle Baird of
meeting were Mrs. James Akron, Oho, on Dec. 15 at the
Tucker, Mrs. Harold Fones, Mrs. frCleveland Arena.
It will mark Rondon's fourth
Alvin Usrey, Fred Gillum, and
defense of his title this year.
Junior leader, Janet Usrey
Ii
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Sixteen Die
In Kentucky
Over Holiday

Assassination

MONDAY—NOVEMBER

KENTUCKY

•••

(Continued from Page 1

•

Rites Held Sunday 'Mrs.
For Walter Puckett Dies

29, 1971

Washburn
Here Today

Funeral services for Walter
atop one of the city's seven
Mrs. Dan Washburn of 1315
Puckett of Murray Route Three
hills.
were held Sunday at two p.m. at Vine Street, Murray, was
A 21-gun salute was fired as
the chapel of the Max Churchill claimed by death this morning at
Tel's coffin was lowered into
Funeral Home with Rev. Layne 9:15 at the Murray-Calloway
By United Press International
the grave. His widow stood
Shanklin of Mci,emorsville, County Hospital, where she had
nearby, dressed in a black
been a patient for two weeks.
Tenn., officiating.
Sixteen reported Thanksgiving
ankle-length dress. Only a few
She was 78 years of age and
holiday weekend fatalities on
feet away was the grave of
Pallbearers were Morris Dunn, was the wife of the late Dan
Kentucky Roads and highways
Hussein's grandfather, King
Phillip Bell, Bobby Reece, Joe Washburn.
raised the state toll for the year
Abdullah, who was assassinated
The deceased is survived by
Parker, Durward Bennett, and
thus far to 902.
in 1951.
Police records at Frankfort
Joe Dee Hopkins. Burial was in two sons, Louis Washburn of
Foreign Minister Abdullah
show 973 persons were killed on
the McDaniel Cemetery with the Dexter Route One and Luther
Salah limped to the graveside,
state highways through this date
arrangements by the Max Washburn of Chicago, Ill.; three
the result of a slight wound he
sisters, Mrs. Frank Pace and
last year.
Churchill Funeral Home.
suffered at Tel's side during the
The fatalities:
Puckett, age 78, died Wed- Mrs. Sybil Gregory, both of
Assassination.
Norman Foster, 30, and
Harold Chrysler
nesday at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray, and Mrs. Charlie Tiller
After a 30-minute private
William Kelly, 21, both of RichMurray-Calloway County of Illinois; two brothers, 0.T.
service at the Royal Palace
mond, were killed early Sunday
Hospital. He was an Army Stalls of Hazel Route Two and
Mosque, Tel's coffin, draped in
and two other young men were
veteran of World War I and was Ernest Stalls of Missouri.
the black, red, white and green
injured when the car in which
The funeral arrangements are
born in Trigg County on SepJordanian flag, was carried on
they were riding ran off US 227
tember 6, 1893. His parents were incomplete, but friends may call
a gun carriage to the hilltop
fifteen miles north of Richmond
the late John Puckett and Sally at the Max Churchill Funeral
cemetery'.
Former CaBoway County Attorney Wade Crawford, left and Dr. Hugh Noffsinger,
and overturned.
after two p.m. on Tuesday.
Brison Puckett.
Amman was quiet in the
professor
of
Slade: Gary Finley, 22, of
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
aftermith of the assassination. education at MSL', colhiborated in raising this sugar gourd.
Elkatawa, Breathitt County, a
Jessie Puckett of Murray Route
Government offices were closed
pedestrian, was killed late
Three; one daughter, Mrs. Sue
but private businesses opened Man Frozen To Death
Sunday when he was struck on
Reece of Houston, Texas; two
as usual.
the Mountain Parkway near
sons, Eulis Puckett of Belleville,
Police arrested four men and By Escaping Butane
Slade.
Ill., and Odell Puckett of
charged them with the murder.
The funeral for Mrs. Jewell
ABILENE, Tex. (UPI)—A
Marion Marlene Conner, 24,
Houston, Texas; one sister, Mrs.
The semiofficial Middle East
Marshell, age 69, of Paducah
young man filling a camper
of Rt. 2, Pittsburgh, Ill., was
Mamie Reynolds of Pontiac,
News Agency identified them
Route Eight was held this
truck with butane gas fell
killed late Sunday when the car in
1Mich.' three grandchildren who
as Monzer Suleiman Khalifa,
a year in its revenues.
morning at eleven o'clock at the
unconscious onto the tank
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
—Now
which she was riding ran off Ky.
were reared by them, Phillip Bell
28; Ezzat Ahmed Rabah, 27;
Both bills agree on a $675
Lindsey
Funeral
Chapel,
during the weekend and was that the House and Senate have
24 in Crittenden County near
of Hazel, Mrs. Fay Johnston of
Lad Mahmoud Badran, 27, and
Paducah, with Rev. Harold
spoken, the amount of taxes to exemption for income earned in Dexter,
frozen by the escaping gas.
Marion.
and Bobby Reece of
Jawed Khalil Baghciacii, 25.
Council officiating.
The official cause of death o be paid by all individuals and 1971 —$25 more than taxpayers
Blackey: Phillip L. Shepherd,
ten grandAccording to police, the Johnnie Aaro Allen, 19, was corporations for years to come could claim under existing law. Paris, Tenn.;
Pallbearers were Mike Mar25, of Jeremiah, Letcher County,
children;
two
grandgreat
ringleader of the four arrested ruled freezing, not asphyxia. will be determined by a small, The House delegation, led by
shell, Ricky Marshell, Gary
was killed Sunday in a two-car
Ed West
children.
men —who said they were tion.
Wayne Heflin, Albert Heflin, Jim
powerful congressional commit- Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, 1)-Ark., is
aceident five miles from
members of a Palestinian Allen had gone into the . tee meeting secretly.
expected to accept a Senate
Smith,and Bob Hamilton. Burial
Blackey.
organization named "The Hand country to feed cattle and MI The House-Senate Conference provillion under which each
was in the Barnett Cemetery in
Louisville: Michael D. Bailey,
of Black September" —told the butane tank in the
Calloway County.
15, Louisville, was killed
camber Committee, composed of the taxpayer could earmark $1 of
why Tel was assassinated
Mrs. Marshell, a native of
Saturday. He was found hours most senior members of the his taxes to pay the campaign
Saturday when he was struck by
Revenge Murder?
later, his head and one arm House and Senate tax-writing expenses of the presidential Funeral services for Mrs. Calloway County and a member
Shawnee
a pickup truck on the
Parker, Ford, Inc. has added
The man, not identified by completely frozen.
committees, was expected to candidate of the parth of his Minnie Sutherland, 94, of Benton of Poplar Springs Baptist
Parkway, at Louisville.
o men to their sales staff aca
Palestinian JUStice of the Peace Silas meet today ta write the final choice.
Varnell •rding to John Parker. The two name, said
Mount Sterling:
Route Three, were held at two Church, died at 910 a.m.
This device would provide each
guerrilla leader named Abou Clark said the fumes overcame compromise version of the tax
Norton, 21, of Winchester, was e
p.m. Sunday at Collier Funeral Saturday at Extendicare Nursing
Ed West and Harold All
$20.4
with
party
lyyad had said that if he him and he passed out, falling bills passed by each chamber. major
killed Saturday in a one-car Chrysler.
Home with Kenneth Hoover of- Home Paducah.
( lyyad) was killed by Jor- with his face next to the valve
Survivors include her husband,
The House bill provides tax million for the 1972 campaign, ficiating.
accident near Mount Sterling.
West was in the grocery
Arlington: Mrs. K Kathlyn business in Murray on West Main danians, then Tel should be which was spewing the sub- cuts that would amount to $15.4 but the GOP says it would not Burial was in Brewers Archie Marshell; two daughters,
Kachin, 26. of Fenton, Mo.; her Street for thirteeh and one-half as.sassinated. lyyad, who com- freezing gas. Clark said he billion for 1971, 1972 and 1973. take public funding, using Cemetery. Grandsons served as Mrs. Mirell Coffman of St.
Petersburg, Fla., and Mrs.
eight months old son. John, and years and Chrysler has been in manded guerrilla forces in would not have been overcome The total for the Senate bill is privately contributed gifts in- pallbearers.
deed.
L.W. Moore, 23, of Rt. 3, Minton, the automobile business before. north Jordan during the tough if he had filled the tank in thd over $27 billion.
Mrs. Sutherland, a member of Ethelene Heflin of Paducah; a
An issue touching all taxpay- Republicans bitterly assail Benton Church of Christ, died at brother, Leonard Campbell of
were killed early Saturday in a Ed West and his wife Sadie Nell army-guerrilla fighting in July, open, instead of inside the
ers is the size of the personal the taxpayer contribution provi- 11:20 p.m. Friday at Benton Paris, Tenn., and three grandthree-vehicle accident on a lives on Thirteenth Street and was captured by the Jordan camper.
children.
exemption to be claimed for sion and predict it may cause Longterm Care Unit.
bridge in Hickman County near Mr. Chrysler and his wife Mary Army and tortured to death,
guerrilla communiques at that
taxes paid on income earned in President Nixon to veto the bill. Survivors
Arlington.
include
three
live in New Concord.
time claimed.
Democrats say this would daughters,
1972 and thereafter,
Mrs.
Eugene
The two invite their many
The Jordanian Army's acjeopardize both Nixon's pro- Thompson of Benton Rt. 3, Mrs.
The
House
bill
would
provide
friends to call on them in their tions against the guerrillas
last
a $750 exemption, to be taken gram to restore health to the Holland Rose of Benton Rt. 8, and
new positions when in need of a summer generally were
beby each taxpayer for himself economy and his own re- Mrs. Hattie Duke of Benton; a'
new or used automobile.
'ivied to have been ordered by WASHINGTON (UPI) —Cen- and
each dependent. The election chances
son, Hugh Sutherland of Benton
guerrilla
Tel. The
action sus takers will fan out across Senate bill would provide for an
Rt. 3; a brother, Avery Mathis of Orin Chrisman of 737 Nash
against Jordan was crushed in the country again in January, $800 exemption —a difference
By United Press International '
Benton Rt. 3; 16 grandchildren, Drive, Murray, succumbed
•
this
time
checking
battle.
two-week
the
where and to the government of $1.9 billion
The death count in the fourand 19 great-grandchildren.
Sunday at 11:05 p.m. at the
what people are buying instead
Aay Thanksgiving holiday weekPolice said the four men of just counting noses.
Murriy-Calloway County
Across
end was running well behind
Country
arrested for killing Tel joked The Census Bureau, it was
Hospital. He was 67 years d age
111
• •
1)
Page
,Continued
from
the National Safety Council's
with investigators and freely disclosed in congressional tesThe Murray man was the
By
United
International
Press
estimate of between 620 and 720 CH53 "Super
part
in
the
Green acknowledged their
Jolly
custodian for Elizabeth Hall
(Continued from Page h
timony released today, will
Snow piled up across much of
early today, but NSC officials Giant" crashed, killing 41
Dormitory at Murrty State
killing. There was no indication survey the buying habits of they were wanted for draft the nation today as a pair of
said the final count still could Americans.
University. He was a member of
other men were involved.
evasion
transporinterstate
will
families
and
—and
17,000
winter-like
storms
swept across
reach 600 because of bad The CH53 hit a mountain near
Final rites for Tom Gordon,
the Mason's Chapel United
According to descriptions of resurvey them three more tation of explosives and Ii- the country'.
weather across most of the Dong Ha, 400 miles north
age
77,
a
retired
lettercarrier,
of what happened, Tel had just times during 1972.
Chrisman
rearms.
Heavy: snows accompanied were held Sunday at three p.m. at Methodist Church.
nation.
Saigon and six miles south of stepped from his auto in front The checkup will be done by "They told us the youngest
was born at Hazel on December
one
storm
stretched
that
from
A final count was expected the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ).
the Goodwin Funeral Home,
14, 1903, and was the son of the
of the Sheraton Hotel when the census takers for the Bureau of one, Michael, had killed the the East Central Great Plains
later today.
Cadiz, with Rev. John Wells
The worst non-combat crash men opened fire on him. He ran Labor Statistics
BLS), the trooper," Miss Caubre said. to much of the Midwest. Heavy officiating. Burial was in the late H. B. Chrisman and Alma
All states except for Maine, involving U.S. servicemen in to the hotel for cover, trying to
Housden Chrisman.
statisticians who put together "But they called him Mancha. snow warnings were posted for East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Nevada and the District of Indochina
Survivors include his wife,
Jan. 25, get his own pistol from his the monthly consumer and They said that was his African portions of Iowa, Missouri,
Columbia had reported at least 1966, whenoccurred
Gordon
died
Friday
at
10:45
a C123 Provider pocket, but other gunmen were wholesale price indexes which name and they had all dropped
Mrs. Nola Craig Chrisman of 737
Illinois and Michigan, where p.m. at his home
one traffic fatality.
on Nunn
crashed near An Khe, ?AO miles waiting in the lobby.
Nash Drive, Murray; two
are the chief barometers of the their 'slave names.'
more than four inches of snow Boulevard, Cadiz.
A United Press International north of Saigon, killing 46 Tel was caught in the
"The leader said his name were expected. Travelers' He is survived by his wife, Mrs. daughters, Mrs. Brent 1Claretta
cost of living.
count at 11 a.m. EST showed Americans.
crossfire, which shattered the The survey is intended, was Antoine Raul. They said warnings were in effect from
Newport of Route One,
Sophie Smith Gordon; son,
that 591 persons had died in In addition to the missing massive glass doors of the according
to the testimony they hoped to get to Africa and Missorui and Wisconsin east- Wallace Reid Gordon of Cadiz; Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Danny
traffic accidents during the Chinook, the U.S. command building. He fell in a P00-1 of before
the House Appropria- find new freedom."
ward to western Pennsylvania. daughter, Mrs. John W. Biggers (Janet) Duncan of Columbus,
holiday period, which began at said three Americans were blond on the marble floor of the lions Committee,
to put togeth- The Republic of New Africa Waterloo, Iowa, reported of Collinsville, Ill.; sister, Mrs. Ohio:- four iisteis, -Mrs. H. C.
6 p.m. local time Wednesday killed, two injured and one is lobby and, despite attempts by
en a new market basket of was founded in Detroit in 1968 seven inches of snow on the Gregory Blane of Hopkinsville; ( Olalia ) Underwood, North 12th
and officially ended at midnight missing in the crash of a U.S. the hotel physician to save him,
Street, Murray, Mrs. John
goods and services for the new as a plan to set up an ground early today and Colum- three grandchildren_
Sunday.
Air Force ('H53 helicopter died within minutes.
(Delma ) Trotter, 313 North 6th
cost of living index. The last, independent black nation in the bia, Mo., got four inches of
A breakdown of accidental during bad weather Thursday One Assassin Wounded
Street, Murray, Miss Alma
such massive survey was made South.
snow in three hours Sunday.
deaths,
into the Nha Be River 12 miles
Egyptian and Jordanian in 1960-1961, but included only
Chrisman and Miss Dathal
The men got aboard the plane night.
Traffic
591 southeast of Saigon.
security guards opened fire at one follow-up inter\ less,
Chrisman, both of Flint, Mich.;
early Saturdah morning by Gusty
winds
complicated
Fires
2 GIs Wounded in OHS
62
three brothers, Noel Chrisman
the fleeing men, slightly woundcommandeering a tow truck at already hazardous driving conPlanes
26 In addition, two Americans ing one of them, who was
and H. B. Chrisman of F Flkint,
the Albuquerque Airport and ditions on the snow-slicked
Other
49 were wounded Saturday when a quickly captured. An Egyptian
forcing the driver to take them to roads. In Nebraska, police FLORENCE, Ariz. (UPI)— Mich., and -Reuben Chrisman of
Total
728 U.S. Army 0H6 Loach observa- security man and a hotel
the door of the plane, where blamed slippery roads for one Winnie Ruth Judd, 67, the trunk Hazel; three grandchildren,
California reported 62 traffic tion helicopter was hit by employee also were slightly
passengers were boarding for the traffic fatality. In South Dako- murderess of the 1930s, goes Gary Newport, Sheila Duncan,
deaths New York had 31, guerrilla
and wounded in the shooting.
ground fire
flight to Chicago and Washington. ta, the Highway Patrol said before a parole board today and Rodney Duncan.
Florida 30, Mississippi 29, and crashed near Kontum, 260 miles Egyptian passersby helped NEW YORK (UP11—Stocks 1
• U.S. 14 between Huron and with expectations of gaining her The funeral arrangements are
Georgia, Illinois and Michigan north of Saigon.
TWO CITED
opened higher in moderate
capture the other three men
Pierre was "one long layer of freedom and the wish to live incomplete, but friends may call
28 each.
Two more Americans were The Jordanian foreign minis- trading today.
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
ice."
out her life in seclusion.
wounded Sunday when another ter who was with Tel, Abdulla Shortly after the opening, the I Two persons were cited by the
Home after six p.m. tonight
Heavy
snows
inundated
much
Mrs.
Judd,
nicknamed
the
In two of the worst holiday Army OH 6 leas hit by ground Salah, was hit in the leg, but Dow Jones industrial average Murray Police Department on
(Monday)
of
South
Dakota.
Huron
report"tiger
woman"
during
her
accidents, eight persons were fire and crashed, also near not seriously injured.
showed a gain of 0.15 at 816.74 1 Friday night. They were one for ed eight inches of new snow
by sensational 1932 trial, Was
killed in a head-on collision Kontum but about three miles
Advances topped declines, 225 I no city auto sticker, illegal
Some Hall Murder
near Del Rio, Tex., and six from the site of the other crash. Tel's assassination was greet- to 36, among the 342 issues on :possession of alcohol, no state Sunday night. Aberdeen had six expected to win parole but
inches of new snow and Sioux probably will not be freed from
members of a Seattle family U.S. and South Vietnamese ed with glee in some Arab the tape.
inspection, and contributing to
Falls reported three inches.
prison for about 60 days.
and one other person were jets and helicopter gunships quarters. In Lebanon. Palestini- Du Pont spurted 11
delinquency
of
a
minor,
and
/
2 to 1384 the
Two persons were injured in Gov. Jack Williams granted a
The final rites for Mabra
killed in a two-car collision on were called in and the U.S. ass in refugee camps near in the chemicals. Union Carbide one for shoplifting, according to
a 12-car pile-up in central Iowa commutation of her life sen- Travis of Alm° Route One are
California5 Sacramento Free- =amend said 41 guerrillas Beirut fired guns into the air gained L4 to 391
/
2, and Monsanto the citation reports.
where, authorities said, many tence about a month ago, being held today at 1:30 p.m. at
were killed in the strafing.
way.
when they heard the announce- was up a. at 4414.
motorists slid off the roads into clearing the way legally for her the chapel of the Max Churchill
The Thanksgiving holiday toll In another aerial mishap the merit —a sign of jubilation.
STOLEN
PLAYER
TAPE
In the oil group, Atlantic
ditches.
parole. The Arizona Board of Funeral Home with Rev. Glen
last year was 651.
U.S. command said last Tues- The General Federation of Richfield rose /
A tape player was reported
1
2 to 61. Getty
United Air Lines Flight 441 Pardons and Paroles, which Armstrong of Beaver Dam and
day a U.S. Air Force F4 Palestinian Students, Workers picked up 34 to
the
Grove
from
Lynn
stolen
704, with
from Des Moines, Iowa, to recommended the commuta- Rev. Herman Luter officiating.
Phantom jet crashed in the and Teachers cabled Egyptian Occidental up as to llas,
and Elementary School sometime Denver slid off a slick runway tion, meets
at 1 p.m. today to Pallbearers are J. D. Jones,
Laos panhandle from unknown President Anwar Sadat a plea Pennzoil L. higher at
1914. over the weekend, according to and became stuck in mud at formally make
a decision.
causes. Both crew members for the release of "our heroes Superior added a full
Clint Greer, Eldridge Swift,
made
office
to
of
the
report
the
point to
Des Moines Municipal Airport.
A jury once sentenced Mrs. William Bailey, James Belcher.
are missing
who performed their national 145 Standard of California held Sheriff Clyde Steele this morning. Passengers were
transferred to Judd to be hanged, but 72 hours and Robert Lockhart. Burial will
Another Troop Slash
duty by killing one of the unchanged at 52.
another plane to continue their before the scheduled execution be in the Coles Camp Ground
The U.S. command also said traitors who conspired against U.S. Steel added .
1 4 to 26½ .
flight. No one was injured.
THREE CITED
in 1933, another jury declared Cemetery with the arrangements
Federal ,State Market News troop strength in South Vietnam our people."
Bethlehem climbed as to 251.,
Another wintry storm lashed her insane and she was by the Max Churchill Funeral
Three persons were cited by
Service NiiVember 29, 1971
dropped another 2,600 men last The left-wing guerrilla organ- and Armco L• to 16.
the Murray Police Department out across the West. Heavy committed to the state hospital Home.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog week to 182,400--the lowest ization Popular Front for the In the autos, General
Motors on Saturday and Sunday. They snow warnings were posted for in Phoenix.
Market Report Includes 10 figure since November, 1965, Liberation
She escaped several
Travis, age 78, died Friday at
Palestine edged up as to 774, American
of
were one for shoplifting at 12.44 much of the mountain areas. times, once for seven years four p.m. at the
when the total was 169,600.
buying stations
MurrayPFLP), which hijacked four Motors dipped a.), to 7.
p.m. Saturday, one for reckless Kalispell. Mont., and Salt Lake before being found in 1969 Calloway County
Receipts: Act. 3294 Est, 750 The Army also ordered 600 airliners 14 months ago, Among the firmer
Hospital. He
electronics, driving at 4:37 p.m Saturday, City, Utah, each received an
men
of
the
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